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SYNOPSIS
This dissertation conceptualises the catastrophe facing our creative potentiality - an apocalypse of
creative variables - in order to propose a contemporaneous resistance to it. Catastrophe in René
Thom’s etymological sense; an apparently sudden qualitative turn-down bisecting an incremental
trend toward entropy. Entropy in Gene Youngblood and Vilém Flusser’s thermodynamic sense; a
state of aesthetically incoherent but totally predictable stasis in a closed system, where all change
and progress is impossible. This terminology is applied to the state of human creative agency in the
light of expression’s existence today. Chapter 1 establishes Jorge Luis Borges’ 20th-century allegory
for catastrophe as totalitarian ﬁnitude, and its deconstructivist dismissal. Chapter 2 questions the
outdated logic of that dismissal with an observation of the state of on/oﬄine expression as
understood by Lisa Dush and John Gallagher as capitalised content; ultimately ﬁnding catastrophe
remains immanent. Chapter 3 will suggest an updated emancipatory thesis accounting for content;
building from the emotional positions of Sianne Ngai’s stuplimity, James Bridle’s cloudy thinking and
SubredditSimMeta (an online AI-enthusiast community). Perhaps as adoptees of the worldview
proposed we could collectively dissolve incumbent maximum entropy, but if conventional capitalist
computational thinking persists, the end is nigh.
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INTRODUCING CATASTROPHE
Bangs and Whimpers

When you invent the ship, you also invent the shipwreck; when you invent the plane you also invent the plane
crash; and when you invent electricity, you invent electrocution.1
-Paul Virilio in Politics of the Very Worst
This dissertation is an exercise in diagnosis and provisional antidote. A diagnosis of what?
A crisis of creative potentiality. Many feel as though everything that can be novelly expressed has
been already. We sense the end of creative variables - an exhaustion of the possibilities creative
media can oﬀer - but this incumbent doom is poorly conceptualised. Collectively, creatives cling to
an o -romanticised inﬁnite wellspring of potentiality in their making, but even a shallow
observation of the contemporary media ecosystem seems to contradict this impulse - it doesn’t hold
up. This text aims to conceptualise this crisis in order to appraise it within this contemporary
setting - one accounting for the Internet and its content creators - and thereby approach productively
dispelling it. Every generic unit of creative expression as content generated makes this crisis more
urgent, an urgency this text hopes to hyperbolically reinject into this apocalyptic discussion. The
terms catastrophe (and its relation to entropy in closed systems), content (as capitalised contemporary
expression) and cloudy (as nominal unknowing) will be reassessed in a three-act approach toward
averting this shadowy fate. There may be more than one way to skin a cat, but the pool of ﬂayer’s
knowledge is drying up fast and something must be done.

Virilio, Paul and Petit, Philippe, Politics of the Very Worst: An Interview with Philippe Petit (Los
Angeles: Semiotext(e), 1999) pg89
1
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Before this text’s line of inquiry can be mapped, this crisis must be so conceptualised. To
reckon with this trajectory toward an underappreciated doom this text names it; catastrophe. As Jean
Baudrillard deﬁnes it:
Etymologically, the term itself only signiﬁes the curvature, the winding down to the bottom
of a cycle that leads to what one could call the horizon of the event, to an impassable
horizon of meaning: beyond that nothing takes place that has meaning for us.2
We’re on the eve of this catastrophe, facing the limits of creative possibility and agency; the end of
our freedom to make unconstrained creative decisions. The term has accreted a range of
applications; it’s the denouement of a drama - usually tragic. Catastrophic failure evokes exploding
spacecra . Alternative veterinarians CAT-astrophes oﬀer behavioural therapy for disobedient
(skin-on) cats.3 These colloquial uses are incidental to this discussion; catastrophe is redeﬁned to
attain literacy about the speciﬁc and speciﬁcally pressing reckoning at hand. Catastrophe has been
catastrophized; a once benign term rendered calamitous by capitalist aversion to anything but
exponential growth. Etymologically, catastrophe (turn-down) is closer to apostrophe (turn-away) than
disaster (ill-starred). Baudrillard cites René Thom’s mathematical catastrophe theory;4 their
catastrophes are unemotive, 'formal and topological'5 turnings-down of the heat.

Thom’s

catastrophe is wholly predictable; merely an apparently sudden spasm in an incremental trajectory;
the moment when the trend plunges oﬀ the foreseen cliﬀ of his non-Euclidean catastrophe behaviour
surface diagram (Figure 1.2, demonstrating business-consumer relationships with the knuckle
tattoo-esque plateaus HATE and LOVE). This text formally frames the aforementioned creative’s
lament as a path toward Thom’s catastrophe in forecasting not a spectacular disaster of creative
possibility, but instead a morning-a er upon which we realise it’s already too late - famously
captured by T.S. Eliot: ‘This is the way the world ends / Not with a bang but with a whimper.’6 Here
begins demystiﬁcation, but the term is appropriate in another sense; raising the discursive stakes by
lending some of the panic implicit in that misplaced emotional charge to stress this trend’s urgency,
despite its preceding redeﬁnition. In short, putting a little hyperbolic bang into the whimper - a
small stylistic sleight of hand admittedly.
In this sense, this text is analogous to a horror ﬁlm showing its creature on-screen to
simultaneously ratchet up the stakes and demystify the beast in order to facilitate the course of
events culminating in its defeat. Bad horror shows its creature too soon and in doing so
Baudrillard, Jean, Simulacra and Simulation, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994) pg83
Houston, Kim, CAT-astrophes <http://cat-astrophes.com/>, [Accessed 2nd October 2019]
4
Thom, René, Structural Stability and Morphogenesis: An Outline of a General Theory of Models, (Boca
Raton: CRC Press, 2018)
5
Baudrillard, Jean, Simulacra and Simulation, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994) pg53
6
Eliot, T.S., Collected Poems 1909-1962, (London: Faber and Faber, 1974) pg82
2
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disempowers it before the camera’s punishing gaze - a master of horror doesn’t allow audiences to
scrutinise a rubber costume.7 In this case it may already be too late, but this text hopes to turn the
lights upon its creature - creative catastrophe - and keep rolling to induce that uncomfortable
moment. For too long the capitalist architects of this ill have been masters; trapping us collectively
at the end of Act 2 (the darkest point) of this trend. If we can see the beast and in doing so attain
literacy of this discussion’s catastrophic antagonist, we can more acutely feel the urgency (the bang)
of the situation. The ﬁlm’s protagonist (us) can realise the creature’s weaknesses within the ﬁlm’s
narrative-world; it’s viewer (also us) can see the entire ﬁlm’s lacklustre construction from the
exterior - audience disconnect.

While not a bad horror ﬁlm, Ridley Scott’s Alien (1979) contains a notorious example of such a
moment in which the titular alien awkwardly appears in front of the character Dallas. One Alien fan
writes: ‘when we saw this scene of the alien with its arms outstretched and opened wide all we
could think was “Somebody just needs a hug.”’ Power and fear diﬀused. Anonymous, ‘Happy Hug
Day Everyone!,’ MaRoManias, 29th June 2018,
<http://www.maromanias.com/2018/06/happy-hug-day-everyone.html>, [Accessed 10th October 2019]
7
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Conﬂating the Apocalypse
A catastrophe of what exactly? Apocalypses in ﬁction are sometimes broadly categorised
into a binary as either entropic (gradual burnout8) or catastrophic (sudden event9), but with an
etymological understanding of catastrophe as a curvature these poles are conﬂated. Our
nonﬁctional apocalypse is catastrophically entropic and entropically catastrophic, as eloquently
demonstrated in Thomas Pynchon’s story Entropy:
Pynchon creates tension by asking readers if universal extinction is extraordinary or in-fact
mundane. Such an event aﬀects the totality of existence and necessarily only happens once,
like a spectacular cataclysm, but is also as natural as a so breeze in spring.10
Formulating this creative apocalypse like so can account for both an urgent point-of-no-return
moment and the inexorable standardisation felt by creatives - the ‘hot catastrophe, conceals a long,
cold catastrophe’11 - the drop to a ﬁnal resting place at the base of Thom’s cliﬀ. But what’s down
there? The ultimate termination point of this dualistic apocalypse is maximum entropy; an inevitable
point in thermodynamics at which all particles lose all potential energy as heat and fall into a warm
totalitarian equilibrium (Figure 1.3). Eccentric American theorist Gene Youngblood deﬁnes it thus:
In communication theory and the laws of thermodynamics the quantity called entropy is the
amount of energy reversibly exchanged from one system in the universe to another. Entropy
also is the measure of disorder within those systems. [...] The Second Law [of
Thermodynamics] states that the amount of energy within a local system is naturally
entropic— it tends toward disorder, dissipation, incoherence. And since energy is deﬁned
as 'a capacity to rearrange elemental order,' entropy, which runs counter to that capacity,
means less potential for change.12
And similarly from Pamela Zoline’s story The Heat Death of the Universe:
It has been held that the Universe constitutes a thermodynamically closed system, and if
this were true it would mean that a time must ﬁnally come when the Universe "unwinds"
itself, no energy being available for use.13
Such as the heat death in Thomas Pynchon’s story Entropy. Pynchon, Thomas, Slow Learner: Early
Stories, (London: Vintage, 2000)
9
Like the nuclear and environmental disasters in Ursula K. Le Guin’s novel Always Coming Home. Le
Guin, Ursula K., Always Coming Home, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001)
10
Riggs, Nathan, ‘Spirit Don’t Ever Die: Apocalypse and Denial in an Inﬁnite Universe,’
(unpublished MA thesis, University of Arkansas, 2019)] pg45-46
11
Baudrillard, Jean, Simulacra and Simulation, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994) pg53
12
Youngblood, Gene, Expanded Cinema, (New York: P. Dutton, 1970) pg62-63
13
Zoline, Pamela, ‘The Heat Death of the Universe,’ in Larbalestier, Justine ed., Daughters of Earth:
Feminist Science Fiction in the Twentieth Century (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2006)
pg142
8
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There is potential, or there isn’t. The system is either open or closed; and if closed, maximum
entropy is inevitable. These discrete plateaus or stases exist on a gradual trend, but one bisected by
that paradoxically ‘mundane’14 spasm - ‘a radical qualitative change of a whole system’15 - and
therefore catastrophe is an appropriate conceptualisation. This text’s use of entropy refers to this
parallel state for creative agency and expression; the complete loss of potential for movement.
Catastrophe is the event, entropy is both the process and the result; Figure 1.2’s plateaus of HATE
and LOVE can be replaced with ENTROPY and its opposite - unconstrained potential for motion INFINITY (Figure 1.4). There is not just 'less potential for change,' change becomes ultimately
impossible; maximum entropy is the ﬁnal death of any closed system, its ultimate equilibrium.16
Whether the system of creation expression is closed becomes the key question of this text and is
re-asked in each chapter from within a diﬀerent framework, like when Pynchon’s protagonist:
Found himself, in short, restating Gibbs’ prediction17 in social terms, and envisioned a heat
death for his culture in which ideas, like heat-energy, would no longer be transferred, since

Riggs, Nathan, ‘Spirit Don’t Ever Die: Apocalypse and Denial in an Inﬁnite Universe,’
(unpublished MA thesis, University of Arkansas, 2019) pg45
15
Baudrillard, J. Simulacra and Simulation (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994) pg53
16
For example, the Heat Death of the Universe is a hypothesised ﬁnal end of the supreme system of
systems - the Universe. Anonymous, ‘What is the Ultimate Fate of the Universe?,’ NASA, 29th June
2015, <https://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/universe/uni_fate.html>, [Accessed 5th October 2019]
17
Josiah Willard Gibbs was a 19th century American scientist whose work has been foundational for
modern understandings of thermodynamics and entropy speciﬁcally. Britannica, ‘J. Willard Gibbs,’
<https://www.britannica.com/biography/J-Willard-Gibbs>, [Accessed 11th November 2019]
14
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each point in it would ultimately have the same quantity of energy; and intellectual motion
would, accordingly, cease.18

An essential consideration to close this introduction of creative entropy; it is unlike
CAT-astrophes’ wildly misbehaving felines and to call it a descriptor of disorder is not strictly
accurate. Youngblood believed 1970’s proﬁt-driven commercial entertainment to be 'inherently
entropic,' due to formulaic prescriptiveness, not aleatory unpredictability.19 Entropy, while
aesthetically incoherent, is wholly predictable; the exhaustion of a closed system merely going
through the motions. Pynchon’s ‘intellectual motion’ ceases as it tends toward determinism, not
all-consuming randomness; entropy’s apparently disorderly babble is totally unsurprising, in a
thermodynamic ‘Universe order is least probable, chaos most probable.’20 Entropy is predictability the adjective invoked by the tired feeling contemporary creative media o en elicits - and, as per
Chekhov’s aphorism, 'only entropy comes easy.'21

Pynchon, Thomas, Slow Learner: Early Stories, (London: Vintage, 2000) pg88-89
Youngblood, Gene, Expanded Cinema, (New York: P. Dutton, 1970) pg65
20
Zoline, Pamela, ‘The Heat Death of the Universe,’ in Larbalestier, Justine ed., Daughters of Earth:
Feminist Science Fiction in the Twentieth Century (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2006)
pg141
21
Chekhov, Anton, in BrainyQuote, Only Entropy Comes Easy,
<https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/anton_chekhov_119059>, [Accessed 6th October 2019]
18
19
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A Catastrophe in Three Acts
With catastrophic creature revealed, we can begin to appraise it and attempt its aversion, or
even defeat. Returning to my horror metaphor, this text conforms to a traditional three-act
structure.
Act 1: the set-up, the inciting incident. Predictably (in this discussion of predictability),
emancipatory attempts have been made before. Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges’ 1941 story The
Library of Babel is the canoniﬁed allegory of the exhaustible ﬁnitude of creative possibility and is
here used to further illustrate the dual states of creative inﬁnity and linguistic entropy as in Figure
1.4. Borges’ fable tends toward entropy, but his aﬀectation was deceptive. His method was also to
show the creature and highlight its failings; he never intended Babel as a dirge for the dead (the
cooling corpse in this case being creative agency), he constructed it as a self-defeating
deconstructivist experiment demonstrating how ‘ﬁnite form can be equivalent to an inﬁnite
opening.’22 Borges’ emancipation is predicated upon iterability - recontextualisability of texts - that
allow each text to be such an opening. In showing the catastrophic creature its preeminent augur
aimed to perforate it with iterable logical holes, to open its closed system. This attempt is analysed
in order to later demonstrate its failings as inciting the current crisis, and its need of revision.
Act 2: the obstacles, the crisis, the darkest point. This chapter follows Borges’ practice, but
with an updated understanding of creativity that can account for an analysis of the contemporary
content ecosystem ~80 years post-Babel. With an understanding of the contemporary term content as
deﬁned by Lisa Dush and John Gallagher, current frameworks of content creation by content creators
become descriptive of creative expression’s acceleration toward the cusp of catastrophe. While Babel
remains a useful allegorical model, what Borges’ character in our horror ﬁlm did a er glimpsing the
creature can no longer result in its defeat - they have now been eviscerated. A reapplication of
Borgesian logic to today’s content marketplace reseals his supposed escape tunnels; his
once-liberating philosophy is shown to be shortsighted and ﬁts within the organisational schemas
of the capitalist masters of horror as they resteer us toward maximum entropy. Iterability becomes
aligned with the marketing concept of content strategy and algorithmic creation and dissemination
processes and Borges’ escape plans become co-opted roads leading to nowhere - doomed epicycles as content subsumes the creative system, reclosing it and reaﬃrming its entropy. This outlook is

22

Badiou, Alain, The Century, (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007) pg155
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bleak, but this chapter will result in literacy of the epistemological conditions of contemporary
creative expression which allows for...
Act 3: the resolution, the action descends. What alternative strategy will our contemporary
content creator adopt? Youngblood: 'We've learned from physics that the only anti-entropic force in
the universe, or what is called negentropy (negative entropy), results from the process of feedback'23
(Pynchon also uses feedback to describe this trajectory24). In Figure 1.4 there is a cyclical path back
up from ENTROPY to INFINITY, and if so far this text had been a lament, it follows its pessimistic
diagnosis with an antidote; asking what a potential resistive negentropic feedback force could be
and where it could originate from in the case of contemporary creative catastrophe. Building from
the positions of Sianne Ngai’s stuplimity, James Bridle’s cloudy thinking and interaction with
SubredditSimMeta (an online AI-enthusiast community) a strategy is proposed that could reopen
the ﬂoodgates of possibility without sacriﬁcing our technological tools. Nominalism generated from
within is advocated with an acceptance of contemporary systems’ unknowability; accounted for
more successfully by Bridle than by Ngai and SubredditSimMeta’s reassertions of human
rationality’s precedence over these systems. Could we - as Borges attempted - draw attention
catastrophe’s holes by their description, mechanical examination and reformulation as productively
unknowable? Can we reveal the creature, dissolve its power and approach victory?

23
24

Youngblood, Gene, Expanded Cinema, (New York: P. Dutton, 1970) pg63
Pynchon, Thomas, Slow Learner: Early Stories, (London: Vintage, 2000) pg88
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BABEL’S CATASTROPHE

Act 1: Finite Form! Inﬁnite Opening?
George 'Bingo' Pompson, a noted novelist and writer [...] says that he woke Tuesday a er his usual
mid-a ernoon 'nap' to ﬁnd the manuscript of a novel waiting for him on his study desk. 'It’s all there,' Mr.
Pompson marveled, 'I mean it’s complete in every detail' [...] 'Even the revisions are in my hand,' he mused,
but insisted that he 'did not write a word of it.'25
-Gilbert Sorrentino in Mulligan Stew
Act 1: the set-up, the inciting incident. Hasn’t this all been said before? Hasn’t everything?
Several 20th-century theorists - speciﬁcally Jorge Luis Borges - have apparently emancipated us (or
maybe just themselves) from this catastrophe. In fact, the existence of a necessary end of creative
variables has been positively disproved by these progenitors. Their eﬀorts, speciﬁcally Borges’
elaborated below, constitute a typically Modernist attempt to defeat the monster they bring into
uncomfortable focus. To propose a strategy more contemporaneously appropriate we must
understand the contemporary failings of said attempt as to later avoid them.

What’s in a Library?
Anxiety around expression’s ﬁnitude has existed globally for millenia, at least since the
ancient Doctrine of the Eternal Return.26 Perhaps the most celebrated and consistently relevant
allegory for this catastrophic path to the entropic end of inﬁnite creative potential is Borges’ The
Library of Babel. Borges tells the story of a 'total’27 library, structured thus:
The universe (which others call the Library) is composed of an indeﬁnite and perhaps
inﬁnite number of hexagonal galleries, with vast air sha s between, surrounded by very low
railings. From any of the hexagons one can see, interminably, the upper and lower ﬂoors.
The distribution of the galleries is invariable. Twenty shelves, ﬁve long shelves per side,
cover all the sides except two [...] each shelf contains thirty-ﬁve books of uniform format;
each book is of four hundred and ten pages; each page, of forty lines, each line, of some
eighty letters which are black in colour.28

Sorrentino, Gilbert, Mulligan Stew, (Champaign: Dalkey Archive Press, 1996) pg240
See also the Atomist school of Greek philosophers (such as Zeno of Elea), Flann O’Brien’s looping
novels and Friedrich Nietzsche’s ﬂirtation with the Eternal Return. O’Brien, Flann, At
Swim-Two-Birds, (London: Longman, 1939). Nietzsche, Friedrich, The Gay Science, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001) pg194
27
Borges, Jorge Luis, Labyrinths, (London: Penguin Classics, 2000) pg81
28
Ibid pg78-79
25
26
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Babel is an apt illustration of the catastrophic doom this text aims to highlight and avert; essentially
an elaboration of this syllogistic proposition:
Premise 1: A ﬁnite set has ﬁnite possible variations within deﬁned parameters (the law of
probability).
Premise 2: Language can be represented in a ﬁnite set of orthographic characters, such as the
Roman alphabet.
Conclusion: Therefore, within such parameters, the possibilities of language are ﬁnite and
exhaustible - its system is closed and a catastrophe resulting in maximum creative entropy is
inevitable.

Babel contains every possible variation of Borges’ orthographic character set (a condensed
Roman alphabet). 'By this art you may contemplate the variation of the 23 letters'29 goes his
epigraph, but these variations are necessarily ﬁnite; hence total (but not inﬁnite30) library. Its

Burton, Robert, in Borges, Jorge Luis, Labyrinths, (London: Penguin Classics, 2000) pg78
Notice the contradiction with the preceding indented quotation. Explanation: The Library of
Babel’s narrator is a dogmatic theist; they blindly assume inﬁnitude while the logical construction of
Borges’ universe forbids it. 'I say that it is not illogical to think that the world is inﬁnite [...] My
solitude is gladdened by this elegant hope.' Ibid pg85-86
29
30
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implications align with my proposition; it will run out (of original books). This exhaustibility is the
keystone of Babel’s trajectory toward maximum entropy; the set of human expression is ﬁnite and
constrained by our predetermined linguistic structure - therefore it a closed system inevitably faced
by a catastrophic downturn, as all closed systems must be. As Borges’ narrator observes, 'to speak is
to fall into tautology,'31 echoing British theorist Mark Fisher’s contemporary despair that we live ‘in
a world in which stylistic innovation is no longer possible.’32 The narrator’s Universe is one of
‘tautologous havoc,’33 but their Universe is analogue for ours - we share their fate.
Today’s commentators have rushed to position Borges as quasi-clairvoyant precursor to the
internet34 - a herald of the network - in his nascent descriptions of hypertextuality and immense
databases.35 American poet, provocateur and head librarian of online archive UbuWeb36 Kenneth
Goldsmith asks: 'could we imagine the web as the actualization of Jorge Luis Borges’ inﬁnite
[misused term] Library of Babel?'37 Despite this semi-cloying academic insecurity, The Library of
Babel is somewhat proto-algorithmic. In 2015, American researcher Jonathan Basile created
libraryo abel.info,38 a website that algorithmically houses Borges’ library, boasting approximately
104677 virtual books of Borges’ speciﬁcations.39 babel.info doesn’t just remain true to Babel, it answers
Goldsmith’s question with a yes, actualising Borges’ Universe online. Basile admits babel.info’s
catalogue is overwhelmingly unintelligible (Figure 2.2 is a typical babel.info article), writing that
such 'indistinctness is a function of entropy'40 further aligning his library with the catastrophic fate
facing creative expression. Linguistic researchers Shuntaro Takahashi and Kumiko Tanaka-Ishii
ﬁnd prescriptive linguistic entropy approaches as our datasets grow exponentially with their

Ibid pg85
Fisher, Mark, Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative?, (Winchester: Zero Books, 2009) pg17
33
Brits, Baylee, Literary Inﬁnities: Number and Narrative in Modern Fiction, (London: Bloomsbury, 2017)
pg182
34
Danny Goodwin’s article inspired by a Borgesian Google Doodle exempliﬁes this. Goodwin, Danny,
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systems’ persistence.41 Extrapolating from their conclusions, Babel, as the maximal dataset, must be
befallen by maximum entropy, ‘no energy being available for use.’42
Page
287,
Volume
3,
Shelf
2,
Wall
3,
Hexagon
3mr6t63p5xprby5hbkk1ahd4b451bz63lx2f70v5s94a0pjtxte9fdiq9nwcbfsnaz0cbmzqrugpl08ylz6h5n1
20hrv7pkva9fmc53nloszmwkbl2zr90makma0hn0t6lkmebu9ibwrg6tgccw4eneradmidv9cg04zpuym9f3
xs39338a66z2ws8xpv0jxzlvpn1ia131bx9cr5y2x5mw6a3ztyg60xth93eo6akdfz50mcic6wpa61e4qjqp9j
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ln90kyrl6zysm57gqr5vida7idrbytwyu5822rr63k9tbtqfptauthgj2vfnwq76e9h80zqznpzbqcog5rzyiadqf6
f5028lzslcceilh4uy7n6s4emjrvpia9j0q16u0g9bfv80a18f23vsiatywrqkxpe4g573dxltk2we204je526ztg0
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v1emtd3m740erv7xjnmrkpw50ic4ydznoi54k1qshm8219q0checty9xs9o49r6rrlv376hbqmjwhe5f0g111
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6188nbka9qmt914e9xsgnyzpzcsjdhjoy3gtakx31fd1uc2pf7x3k47a2qx7eg0zw6lye7ajhddn2ke2fmdcfpv
28nmbt8dgpfsr4zqxyxumchjpqth5895wmq5mg3gtqmi87m7xoaicoly9se5lpijcis64o4h4saqbvcqu41myz
ww3uv7134i0jdj06p6tk421guj6wd3st6u8a2oo4oetzdzhvv9e1ps3s26bgi1yif14e8dxp05e2oq695o0helli
rkdpounlqqtugut0ym0qptaxlw1tljoqxsc2nk30dbyk228gmxcgmc8l0h9jmzwcsz95dzmj72bvt82n4yej38v
517a4mwuzieh9bosbuq3lxaxf0v9lv11a5zcolze75f294n1whhz8zcdqrr46x5xshxwqe8 ebdwfdqiyfrsmw
jy1rujv5mf7xk1imnl
This alphanumeric string is a visual aid to the entropic implications of Basile’s Borgesian
totality; an index reference for where this paragraph is located in babel.info.43 Appendix 1 contains a
Takahashi, Shuntaro, and Tanaka-Ishii, Kumiko, ‘Cross Entropy of Neural Language Models at
Inﬁnity,’ Entropy, 20(11), (2018) pg839
42
Zoline, Pamela, in Larbalestier, Justine ed., Daughters of Earth: Feminist Science Fiction in the
Twentieth Century, (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2006) pg142
43
J.M. Coetzee employed a similar device by numbering paragraphs in his novel In the Heart of the
Country, the diﬀerence here being the numbers’ very literal correspondence to their paragraphs
41
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full set of indexes which - when entered into babel.info’s search function - will retrieve this text in its
entirety, wholly preexisting my writing of it. Basile later added The Babel Image Archives babelia.libraryo abel.info44 - to the website; a parallel visual functionality containing every possible
416x640-pixel image, each pixel exhausting all 4096 HTML colours. As Czech-Brazilian philosopher
Vilém Flusser stated (even prior to the advent of pixelated digital photography); a camera 'program
contains, in its turn, all the photographs which the camera can take, which is a vast, but not
inﬁnitely vast, amount of possible, virtual, pictures.'45 This is true of babelia; it houses an
eye-watering (but ﬁnite) 10961755 images.46 Goldsmith:

beyond just suggestive meaning. Of course, this device is also common in scripture and theatrical
scripts, but to diﬀerent ends. Coetzee, J.M., In the Heart of the Country, (London: Secker & Warburg,
1977)
44
Basile, Jonathan, The Babel Image Archives <https://babelia.libraryo abel.info/>, [Accessed 16th
July 2019]
45
Flusser, Vilém, ‘Photo Production,’ in Williams, Christopher ed., The Production Line of Happiness,
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014) pg120
46
These numbers are enormous. Assuming an average-speed internet connection it would take
10961748 years to slideshow through all of babelia’s images. Basile, Jonathan, Tar for Mortar: The Library
of Babel and the Dream of Totality, (New York: Punctum Books, 2018) pg71
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The camera resembles a game of chess. It contains what appears to be an inﬁnite number of
possibilities, but in the end those possibilities are prescribed by its programming. Just as
every possible move and permutation of a chess game has long been exhausted, every
program of the camera too has long been exhausted.47
Goldsmith has arrived at the end of Babel’s corpus - at maximum entropy. babelia has quite literally
exhausted the 416x640-pixel image. For Flusser and Goldsmith, a ﬁnite set of outcomes must
logically follow the inception of a formal apparatus; in their case the camera, in Babel’s the Roman
alphabet.48 For any atomised set of expression a total library necessarily exists due to Premise 1 of
my proposition.49 This is an important distinction: Borges and Basile are theorizing a ﬁnite set a
priori; Babel’s allegorised exhaustible totalitarian ﬁnitude - its catastrophe - is a logical result of
human language.50

Bookworms
Borges did not construct Babel to aﬃrm creativity’s doom; his trademark irony pervades his
allegory as he presents the catastrophic creature’s unconvincing costume to camera. If anything,
Borges’ story exists to perforate in the totality it presents. An accurate description of Borges’
catalogue may be Basile’s - ‘anarchitectural.’51 Borges’ is neither 'murky dream' nor 'lucid
nightmare,'52 but 'an imagination that surpasses lucidity to its dark hinter-side;'53 so saturated with
vivid information that his manifold narrative milieu inevitably begin to self-contradict in an
inherently deceptive Universe.

Goldsmith, Kenneth, Wasting Time on the Internet, (New York: Harper Collins, 2016) pg145
The number of possible CD-quality 5-minute .mp3s is also ﬁnite; 2211680000 approximately. This
number is 63 million digits long. Olner, Dan, ‘How many songs are there?,’ Covered in Bees, 9th
October 2009,
<https://web.archive.org/web/20120202102242/http://www.coveredinbees.org/node/264>, [Accessed
3rd July 2019]
49
That a ﬁnite set has ﬁnite possible variations within deﬁned parameters: the law of probability.
50
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Borges.’ However, Baudrillard’s is a misinterpretation of Babel’s ramiﬁcations; inﬁnite and aleatory
are inappropriate terms to invoke. Baudrillard, Jean, Simulacra and Simulation, (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1994) pg64-65
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Totality, (New York: Punctum Books, 2018) pg31
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Books, 2018) pg31
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If Premise 1 of my proposition is an absolute law of probability, one would expect these
perforations to spring from a rejection of Premise 2;54 from issues of representational eﬃcacy.
Neither Basile’s nor Borges’ character sets can satisfactorily replicate even this text; Appendix 1’s
indexes will take you to their corresponding passages, but, for example, any numerals used will not
appear. Borges knowingly undermines his own brittle orthographic set by not conforming his own
story to it; he omits the letter X, then titles one of Babel’s books 'Axaxaxas mlö:'55
What to make of Axaxaxas mlö? Should this be acsacsacsas, or ashashashas, or ajajajas? x is
perhaps the most ironic letter for Borges to choose as irrelevant (as an 'abbreviation'), given
its regional and historical vicissitudes in Spanish pronunciation. At the very least, this
reminds us that every sign and every letter is determined by a context to which it itself
contributes—none can be removed or substituted losslessly. And it’s easy enough to remove
the umlaut, but why was it put there in the ﬁrst place?56
Why? Because Borges was attempting to dispel his own catastrophic totality. 3200
characters is an imposition on babel.info, not an a priori57 necessity. Similarly, HTML coloured
416x640p images aren’t representative of ocular experience; 4096 colours don’t represent the full
visible spectrum and 416x640p can’t even deﬁne a high-deﬁnition image. However, dismissing
Babel over issues of resolution would be shortsighted, like the squabbling audiophile rewiring their
house to improve audio ﬁdelity.58 Borges’ character set could obviously be expanded to include
umlauts and remain ﬁnite. His 3200-character limit could be extended to a length able to contain
any imaginable text. The number of books would explode exponentially but remain exhaustibly,
catastrophically, ﬁnite. In a sense, combining shorter passages already has this eﬀect; Italo Calvino
postulated that 'writing is purely and simply a process of combination among given elements,'59 and
while he may not have intended this so literally it certainly applies. For Basile, Babel’s
representational (in)eﬃcacy doesn’t compromise his subtitular 'dream of totality:’
We can recognize immediately that a reﬂection or photograph reproduces reality faithfully
and o en indistinguishably, and thus that the citationality of the visual does not wait for
the appearance of any technology, let alone the digital, but rather makes the technical
prosthesis possible.60
That language can be represented in a ﬁnite set of orthographic characters.
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The distinction between reality and representation is blurred, the diﬀerence between live and
mediated communication diminished. DSLRs now surpass the human eye’s resolution, but this is no
new paranoia; the prehuman seeing their reﬂection in a puddle faced this same conundrum. We are
made in the ‘image of a hairy, buckskinned, barefooted atomic physicist with a brain full of
mescaline and logarithms.'61 The technological image is, in many ways, replacing perception. When
an upli ing photograph stimulates serotonin production the assumed polarity real-representational
is revealed to be innately depolarized.62 Basile dismisses this quandary over eﬃcacy; this polarity
has only ever been simulated,63 new technologies merely collapse it more obviously:
What happens to our deﬁnitions of 'material' and 'spiritual' when science has found no
boundary between the two? [...] subsequently what was animate has become foggier and
foggier [...] no life, per se, has been isolated.64

Youngblood, Gene, Expanded Cinema, (New York: P. Dutton, 1970) pg41
I met a pair of aurora borealis chasers in Scotland’s Orkney Isles who had travelled from Australia
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Scottish eye. Their subconscious erosion of that aforementioned distinction runs rampant on the
highly active Orkney aurora spotters Facebook group (Figure 2.3, as found in babelia). Facebook,
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This is a rejection of a lazy rejection of Premise 2 (and of Premise 1 by extension); these are
not Borges’ ways-out of Babel. It also aids explanation of my use of the expanded concept of the text
as a unit of human creative expression. So far, Babel remains ﬁnite, closed and catastrophic.

Iterable Bookworms
In my earlier quotation, Basile invoked ‘the citationality of the visual.’65 This is the crux of
his and Borges’ supposed emancipation from catastrophe, which resides in the fallacious leap
between my acceptable Premises and ﬂaccid Conclusion.66 As Calvino impresses, the literal set of
human expression is certainly ﬁnite a priori...
Did we say that literature is entirely involved with language, is merely the permutation of a
restricted number of elements and functions? But is the tension in literature not continually
striving to escape from this ﬁnite number? [...] The struggle of literature is in fact a struggle
to escape from the conﬁnes of language.67
...but the a posteriori68 experience of that set is not. When these would-be total librarians confront
their allegories’ deductive reasoning with inductive, epistemological experience of life and agency is
when entropic catastrophe is supposedly dissolved and the empowering void of inﬁnite possibility
appears to yawn open again. Basile heavily references Jacques Derrida’s careful deconstruction of
communicative signiﬁcation,69 speciﬁcally use of iterability.70 Derrida asked; 'is there a rigorous and
scientiﬁc concept of context?'71 His answer is a resounding no, rejecting ‘literal meaning’72 signiﬁcation attached to texts in an absolute, univocal, totalitarian manner. If a text’s meaning was
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constrained by its literality (e.g. the words on the page) then babel.info would constitute a
catastrophically closed system containing all potentiality.
Iterability was Derrida’s descriptor of the contextual considerations in the creation and
consumption of any text - an o -iterated idea within 20th-century linguistics.73 He formulated this
in decreeing that any 'communication must be repeatable - iterable - in the absolute absence of the
receiver or of any empirically determinable collectivity of receivers'74 to be valid. Iterability also
relies on the absence of the sender; a text is iterable because the author:
Has not employed his absolutely actual and present intention or attention, the plenitude of
his desire to say what he means, in order to sustain what seems to be written in his name.75
Readability in absentia of receiver and sender: these are Derrida’s criteria, and any text that isn’t
iterable - failing his two criteria of worth - 'would not be writing.'76 At the moment of a text’s
creation everything is unimaginable; hindsight - the act of consumption - is the location of meaning
or meaninglessness. In the act of reading, iterable texts 'can break with every given context,
engendering an inﬁnity of new contexts in a manner which is absolutely illimitable.'77
This is Basile and Borges’ way out; even if my Premises were unquestionable, it’s fallacious
to move from a ﬁnite set to its exhaustibility; to the catastrophe resulting in maximum creative entropy
of my Conclusion. Borges: 'literature is not exhaustible, for the suﬃcient and simple reason that a
single book is not.'78 A text is ‘an axis of innumerable relationships;’79 a dialogue which is
experientially inﬁnite. French philosopher Alain Badiou captured this in saying:
The inﬁnite is not captured in form; it transits through form. If it is an event - if it is what
happens - ﬁnite form can be equivalent to an inﬁnite opening.80
Inﬁnity is qualitative, not quantitative; empirical, not ontological; lived, not deduced; active, not
passive - 'a pure quality of the ﬁnite itself.'81 The chaotic, a posteriori inﬁnity of consuming creative
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media is how Basile, Borges and Derrida formulate the negentropic feedback force Youngblood
calls for in the war on entropy. Information re-enters their creative system in the form of contextual
considerations. This is the incongruence they spot in the creature revealed; the weak point to latch
onto as their path to victory. Another of Borges’ short stories exempliﬁes this strategy; in Pierre
Menard, Author of the Quixote82 the eponymous writer rewrites Don Quixote word-for-word from
entirely diﬀerent societal circumstances, a task celebrated by the story’s narrator as genius. Menard
appears to crack open Babel’s closed system in demonstrating the process of iterability - the respect
for the spatial and temporal in readability and re-readability - by which library’s ﬁnite form opens
to inﬁnity; qualitatively escaping the quantitative ﬁnitude of its catalogue and dispelling a priori
arguments for catastrophe such as my earlier proposition.83 The Library of Babel and babel.info were
never intended as allegories for a creative catastrophe, but instead as anarchitectural,
quasi-preposterous constructions of total libraries ridden with logical bookworms. Goldsmith:
'Babel has been misunderstood; language is not the problem, just the new frontier.'84 Ultimately it’s
an optimistic analogy for the inﬁnitely representative nature of our language and experience beyond
the mathematical law of variation in any ﬁnite set. To use Gilbert Sorrentino’s phrase, iterability is
an 'imaginative quality of things actual'85 - our emancipation from a would-be determinism of
expression trapped in a total library.

A Victory?
So, has Borges defeated the creature? The size of the ﬁnite sets in question here is so
incomprehensibly large that drawing attention to their ﬁnitude may seem irrelevant. Calvino even
draws solace from the logic of Babel:
Let us see what my psychological reaction is when I learn that writing is purely and simply
a process of combination among given elements. Well, then, what I instinctively feel is a
sense of relief, of security [...] I feel reassured by what is ﬁnite, "discrete," and reduced to a
system [...] it is dictated by some kind of intellectual agoraphobia.86
But should he? Is Babel’s ﬁnitude, even a er Derrida’s iterability, really a resolved issue? In Menard
Borges aligned his narrator with master manipulator Erich Ludendorﬀ, the German WW1 general
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and proto-Nazi87 - why? Elsewhere Derrida proclaimed that ‘translation [the transferral of meaning
between diﬀerent languages or systems], as holy growth of languages, announces the messianic end,
surely.’88 He pushed this catastrophe far into the future, but the bored toddler’s question remains are we nearly there yet?
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CONTENT CATASTROPHE

Act 2: Capitalists Close the System of Contemporary Creativity
[L:] Are you sure this isn’t just reddit becoming sentient?
[B:] I think it’s more likely that it’s the reddit user base becoming the opposite.89
- llehsadam and brucemo in Reddit’s /r/modnews online forum
Act 2: the obstacles, the crisis, the darkest point. Borges’ supposed opening of Babel’s closed
system doesn’t seem to have consoled anyone. The feeling of creative exhaustion that instigated this
discussion persists; in 2009 Fisher was still writing of ‘a catastrophe which has caused mass
sterility,’ in which ‘the exhaustion of the future does not even leave us with the past,’90 only entropy.
If Borges used the empirical experience of a ﬁnite set as ‘an inﬁnite opening’91 to emancipate
himself from Babel, in order to propose contemporary creative liberation this text must reapply the
methodology of his thought experiment to the contemporary creative system. He constructed a view
of the creature for 1941 which quite naturally has become outdated, we must do so for today - we
must reinject bang into this whimper. If entropy increases proportionally to a system’s age - as
Youngblood ('the measure of entropy in a system is a measure of its age'92), Takahashi and
Tanaka-Ishii have observed - has the current neoliberal capitalist creative system persisted long
enough to plummet oﬀ Thom’s catastrophic cliﬀ? We are running out of road; the ‘messianic end[’s]’93
immense distance from us is shrinking and Borges’ iterable escape tunnel has looped upon itself,
digging out of his cell but emerging into solitary conﬁnement.

Co-opted Feedback
Whilst being a conceptualisation common to many canonical 20th-century thinkers, the
Borgesian tactic of iterability as negentropy doesn’t hold up today. This is the much-needed update
of the a posteriori reality Borges exposed Babel to; one more in line with Flusser’s work than
llehasadam and brucemo, in Deimorz, ‘Moderators: Multiple updates sent to the message sent to
users when they’re banned from a subreddit,’ Reddit, 4th June 2015,
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Derrida’s. Flusser’s was a process of 'empirically questioning received knowledge and recasting it
within crisp lines of history and logic'94 - the lack of which with accounting for today marks Borges’
emancipatory tactic as outdated. As a typically white cismale school of thought, perhaps the latter’s
shortsightedness is symptomatic of the overwhelmingly masculine Modernism it was born from; a
more polyvocal and engaged contemporaneous examination is required. We can no longer simply
accept - as Derrida did - that in a contemporary society the iterable possibilities for meaning in any
text are unconstrained. Any emancipation from creative catastrophe must be recast with the
hindsight of the form of contemporary creative expression. In 1970 Youngblood saw commercial
entertainment as ‘closed’95 despite Borges’ declarations of inﬁnity, and it isn’t an uncommon view
that this trend has only worsened since. Derrida was not declaring all texts iterable, just that
worthwhile texts must be, but the liberated space (opening to inﬁnity) aﬀorded by his vague
distinction is now disappearing.
In 2015 AT&T interpolated lyrics from Gil Scott-Heron’s classic 1971 protest song The
Revolution Will Not Be Televised96 in a major advertising campaign97 (Figure 3.1). Goldsmith:
AT&T’s snarky usurping of Scott-Heron’s political message proclaimed total victory;
corporate-sponsored technology was now a foregone conclusion and there would be no
turning back. Ever.98
In a literal sense, Scott-Heron’s political feedback (Youngblood and Pynchon’s term) is no longer
negentropic; subsumed by the very system he rallied against. Iterability hinges upon one’s
unconstrained agency to freely iterate texts and feedback this experience into an open system, but
highly capitalised instances like this call that assumed freedom into question. Scott-Heron’s
revolution was televised a er all, and he’s not alone; Goldsmith later quotes Flusser on societal
apparatuses’ absorbative nature, before exacerbating Flusser’s issue himself for the 21st-century:
A number of human beings are struggling against this automatic programming [...]
attempting to create a space for human intention in a world dominated by apparatuses.
However, these apparatuses themselves automatically assimilate these attempts at
liberation and enrich their programs with them.99
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Attempts at self-reﬂexive critique within the Twitter apparatus are instantly absorbed by
the apparatus and celebrated by the corporation to highlight the diversity and playfulness of
its expanded user base (once again making the company a more valuable entity).100

Flusser elaborates upon this recast form of expression to describe the catastrophic trend toward
maximum entropy - an 'apparatus totalitarianism:'101
Let 'information' be any improbable situation. According to the second principle of
thermodynamics nature as a whole tends toward 'entropy,' i.e., ever more probable
situations. However, improbable situations do arise by accident in nature: like galaxies, life
on earth, human brains, and so forth. Those informational situations must, of necessity,
return to the general tendency toward entropy: they are 'epicycles.' [Humanity] is
committed to the deliberate production of such epicycles. [Ours] is a commitment against
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the entropic tendency of nature, against this tendency toward 'thermic death,' toward death
tout court.102
Humans resist entropy with information, but this is under threat. Even subversives like Scott-Heron
are now merely epicycles unable to escape a closed system, in which the only feedback aﬀorded value
is that which generates capitalist revenue. A er all, ‘nothing sells like freedom: revolution is big
business.’103 Flusser’s creative improbable situations slide from improbable to impossible, all
information entropically epicycles back into Babel, never truly having escaped. This reﬂects Franco
Bifo Berardi’s view of contemporary subversion; that the very concept of revolution ultimately
implies a totality, a conversion of ‘semantic possibilities into syntactic binary.’104 For Bifo, even the
most subversive agents are part of a swarm that ‘follow rules embedded in their neural systems,
resorting to common, automatic attributions of meaning and conforming behaviour.’105 Humanity is
now a ‘hive [...] the very concept of human freedom is transformed.’106 He (like Fisher) asks ‘what
happened to subjectivity, to sensibility and the ability to imagine, to create and to invent?’107 When
‘automatically assimilate[d]’108 we are no longer unconstrained, no longer free to truly defy the
machinations of the platforms that house our content. When ‘every strategy of the universalization
of diﬀerences is an entropic strategy of the system’109 to the end of absorption, assimilation and
conformity, Youngblood’s negentropic feedback evaporates. In fact:
For most practical purposes, it is enough to say that a system is "closed" when entropy
dominates the feedback process, that is, when the measure of energy lost is greater than the
measure of energy gained [...] Commercial entertainment may be considered a closed system
since entropy dominates the feedback process. To satisfy the proﬁt motive the commercial
entertainer must give the audience what it expects, which is conditional on what it has been
getting, which is conditional on what it previously received, ad inﬁnitum.110
The question becomes if ‘entropy dominates the feedback process’ today and whether
expression as a whole is a closed system - the understanding of feedback as revenue generation to
follow would suggest it does and is. To repeat Zoline’s words: ‘if this were true it would mean that a
time must ﬁnally come when the Universe "unwinds" itself, no energy being available for use.’111
Not an a priori result of human language and expression, our catastrophe exists contingently by our
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own construction. That adage about Wikipedia is ﬁtting; catastrophe ‘works really well in practice,
just not in theory.’112 This is consistent with Paul Virilio’s idea of the 'integral accident'113 (see my
introduction’s epigraph114); when we invented capitalised creativity, we invented its catastrophic
shipwreck at the base of Thom’s cliﬀ.

All is Content
Let us move from abstracted scaremongering to a formalised method of inquiry; using
iterability to reassess (in)ﬁnitude today. Consider Figure 3.2 - an extreme example of the capitalised
creativity that will henceforth be termed content. It shows a repetitious child-targeted YouTube
channel, and while the outcomes in this case are removed from Borges’ literary discussion, the
ecosystem generative of such entropic fodder is exercising its prescriptiveness over content - and
therefore contemporary expression - as a whole.
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While new media researcher Lisa Dush’s deﬁnition refers speciﬁcally to writing, use of the
term has continued to grow and diversify since her 2015 paper, and it is commonly used to
everything from YouTube videos, art, tweets, songs, articles and more:
Content is writing — or composed texts — also conceived of as digital assets, conditional in
their shape and value, that are assembled within and pushed out to networks, where human
and machine audiences will assess them, assign value to them, consume them, appropriate
and repurpose them, extract from them, and push them into other networks. Said
diﬀerently, as a set of characteristics, content is conditional, computable, networked, and it
is — or will be — commodiﬁed.115

Dush invokes Marxist terminology;116 the base creative unit is content’s use value while 'optimising
these posts as transportable, ﬁndable content,'117 typically with metadata tagging (location,
browsing habits, likes, dislikes, etc.), gives it exchange value. For Dush, 'to work with writing today
means to work with writing as content,'118 and for Goldsmith 'today’s writer resembles more a
programmer than a tortured genius'119 - they are a content creator. Content is a misnomer; the word
has been manipulated and now refers to media’s formatting as opposed to its message or content (in
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the traditional sense).120 It shares the same medieval etymological root as container;121 semantically
they’re as close today as in the 14th-century. The use of the word content is a distraction,122 but for
online generations it’s how contemporary creative expression exists, is understood, discussed and
consumed. This is exempliﬁed in Figure 3.3; a meme found tweeted in response to footage of
Liverpool FC banter, expressing fan enjoyment and desire for more ‘fucking content.’ 'Inject this
content into my veins'123 is also a popular meme. It is clear any diagnosis of catastrophe today must
account for content’s system and value structure as it umbrellas over the creative ﬁeld. Erika
Balsom:
This entails an important methodological shi away from a focus on the supposed
autonomy of the text and toward an examination of the networks - whether online or oﬀ through which these texts travel, the sites at which they are encountered, and the material
and discursive practices that frame them.124
And content tends catastrophically. Its framing and feedback are capital, its system closed, its
revolution televised. A piece of content is at once uniterable and hyperiterable; two coinages quickly
collapsing into each other.

Uniterability
Let us apply Derrida’s two criteria for iterability - absence of sender and receiver - to a piece
of online content; the most recent125 video-blog (vlog) by American slice-of-life YouTuber Tana Paul:
I wore ONLY Euphoria makeup for a week. (MTV meetings, dates) (mortifying).126 I am citing Paul as she
Of course this has been famously expressed by Marshall McLuhan as the medium is the message.
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is emblematic of content’s inherent issues; most cases are not as extreme, but her vlog’s stylings are
present in some capacity in content entire.
In her vlog, is Paul - the sender - absent? No; her presence overpowers it. Walter Benjamin
wrote that 'the presence of the original is the prerequisite to the concept of authenticity,'127 and as
in an era of digital media the concept of the far-away original seems meaningless, it would appear
that the guarantor of a piece of content’s authenticity is now the content creator themselves. Paul is
alive and kicking in her work due to the superlative value placed in her as guarantor; in her
video-essay YouTube: Manufacturing Authenticity (For Fun and Proﬁt!), American YouTuber Lindsay
Ellis observes 'sincerity and authenticity are the valuable commodities'128 this ecosystem.
Essentially, content is predicated upon its content creator - or guarantor - and in this quality it
approaches J.L. Austin’s view that a text’s authorial intentionality creates ‘total context;’129 precisely
the concept Derrida laboriously attacked for its dismissal of recontextualisation as ‘parasitic.’130
Perhaps he would have the same scathing criticism for content as for Austin, except rather than
levelling against just one linguist’s thesis he would now have to take issue with all contemporary
creative expression. He may hasten the date of that ‘messianic end.’131
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Secondly, is Paul’s receiver absent? Cleary not; content is by deﬁnition targeted media ‘conditional, computable, networked, and [...] commodiﬁed.’132 The vlog is peppered with calls to
action - Paul asks her audience to use her sponsorship link and - in other videos - buy her products,
subscribe to her and more. Some videos have as much dedicated call to action time as they do time
on-topic. She may not use the tired appeal to 'smash the like button,'133 but such are her vlog’s
implications. Combined with the garrulousness of the vlog’s title (with its emotional cue and
pop-culture references) and its high-impact thumbnail (Figure 3.4), Paul’s audience is not only
present but activated. British artist James Bridle called such engagement practices the ‘dark art’ of
‘keyword association.’134 I don’t wish to demonise Paul; her content’s emphasis upon dissemination
and ﬁndability is certainly necessitated (500+ hours of content are uploaded to YouTube every
minute135) but it makes the receiver’s absence impossible. American-British critic David Joselit:
In informational economies of overproduction, value is derived not merely from the
intrinsic qualities of a commodity (or other object), but from its searchability - its
susceptibility to being found, or recognised (or proﬁled).136
In this ecosystem, audience engagement and ﬁndability have become the explicitly
quantiﬁable validators (hits, likes, revenue generated) - or feedback - of content’s eﬃcacy,
reproducibility and existence, but we shouldn’t imagine this audience only as a collectivity of
humans. John Gallagher - a writer on online audiences - asks ‘what are these writers producing
content for?’ He answers with algorithms - the new connective between sender and receiver:
Algorithms sort, distribute, and organize websites, writing, and content. In doing so,
algorithms evaluate, structure, and inﬂuence writing and other discursive information. To
write for algorithmic audiences means to write for algorithmic procedures.137
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Gallagher is teaching content creators to become Internet-literate - to imagine audiences ‘as the
processes and procedures by which YouTube prioritizes [the content creator’s] videos’138 - but his
advice is double-edged. When one creates for algorithmic procedures, the creative process becomes
an algorithmic procedure of meeting quantiﬁable targets. Bridle: ‘this is content in the age of
algorithmic discovery - even if you’re human, you have to end up impersonating the machine.’139
Human agents have been reduced to ‘meat between [...] competing algorithms,’140 programmed to
satisfy algorithmic requirements by those algorithmic requirements. Paul belongs to Gallagher’s
school; her titles’ ‘byzantine combinations of keywords’141 (‘metadata slurry’142) are not primarily
aimed at activating human receivers but at entertaining YouTube’s dissemination algorithms they’re ‘branding-friendly simulacra.’143 Take the shotgun-approach of non-Paul video Surprise Play
Doh Eggs Peppa Pig Stamper Cars Pocoyo Minecra Smurfs Kinder Play Doh Sparkle Brilho.144 Exemplary
of entropy’s aesthetic tendency ‘toward disorder, dissipation, incoherence,’145 and nearing 200,000
views.146 This reﬂects of Takahashi and Tanaka-Ishii’s aforementioned paper, as foreseen by
Calvino:
And linguists, too, have begun to talk in terms of codes and messages, to attempt to
establish the entropy of language on all levels, including that of literature [...] in such a way
as to be reducible to formulas that are the more general as they become less complex.147
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For Youngblood, feedback in creative systems was the key to negentropy, but Gallagher’s
algorithmic audience treats ‘feedback in predetermined systematic ways that organize feedback.’148
Even Youngblood’s catastrophe-resistive force has been subsumed; feedback becomes synonymous
with aforementioned validators like metadata, advertising revenue, hits or streams as ‘every direction
we turn has already been co-opted by machines, pushing us humans to the sidelines.’149 This is ‘the
annihilation of novelty through numeracy and the exertion of a ﬁnite randomness […] the
appearance of determinism.’150 Goldsmith compares such processes to Ludwig Wittgenstein’s
‘language-games;’151 framing human language as merely ‘an elaborate demonstration of the rules’152
of communication that we’ve incrementally constructed. Is that all content (and all contemporary
creativity by extension) is - demonstrative of its capitalist programming - but in a system where the
(o en algorithmic) rules are decades-old instead of ancient? Nicola Bozzi:
Tagging-oriented social platforms such as Facebook or Twitter, for example, tend to break
down self-expression into a series of socially connected and easily recognizable items: likes
and hashtags [...] this makes [content creators] selectors rather than actors.153
Gallagher elaborates that ‘if a writer demonstrates PageRank’s values, then the writer will
reap rewards;’154 but why should PageRank (a Google search algorithm) decide, and why should such
‘rewards’ be so explicitly capital? This is what Fisher called ‘pre-emptive formatting and shaping of
desires, aspirations and hopes by capitalist culture.’155 Messaging and creativity suﬀer for the sake of
market growth and nobody’s creative agency - nobody’s contentment; ‘in order to satisfy the values
of PageRank, [Gallagher’s students] had to sacriﬁce elements of their personal writing styles.’156 This
is catastrophic for creativity and novelty, but why should PageRank care? AdSense, Google’s
advertising revenue distribution algorithm, claims to ‘value your content,’157 but in an ecosystem
where an Instagram post’s metadata ‘proves much more valuable to Instagram than any subject
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matter,’ content’s artistry and style158 is clearly incidental, ‘irrelevant in comparison to the
apparatuses surrounding it.’159 All platforms farm metadata to acutely target advertising, reinforcing
their revenue stream regardless of any given expression’s creative worth: ‘it doesn’t really matter
what we tweet; it just matters that we keep tweeting.’160 Like Gallagher, Google’s Search Engine
Optimization Starter Guide161 helps content creators navigate algorithms, but reads more like a
post-mortem than a creative aide; ‘Google sought to gauge what people were thinking, and became
what people were thinking.’162 For writer and ex-IBM programmer J.M. Coetzee, this is 'writing in
stereotyped forms and genres and characterological systems and narrative orderings, where the
machine runs the operator.'163 James Carse’s description of ﬁnite systems is also ﬁtting:
Every move in the game is foreseen at the beginning. A true Master Player [in other words,
any astute content creator or capitalist] plays as though the game is already in the past,
according to a script whose every detail is known prior to the play itself.164
Content has subsequently failed Derrida’s criteria for iterability; Paul’s vlog exempliﬁes
this. It is uniterable, its position within Babel is static, its system closed, therefore entropic,
therefore catastrophic. It’s not just that the sender and receiver (human and algorithmic) are
present,

but

content’s

epistemological

targeting

necessitates

a

general

protocological

standardization of form to indulge capitalist (algorithmic) prescriptions. ‘While production is
bottom-up, [...] distribution is still top-down and powered by public-corporate synergies.’165 At one
point in Paul’s vlog the text 'i’m literally a lifeless robot AI'166 overlays her smile (Figure 3.5). Again,
I do not seek to strawman her, but in in this overlay she’s right; content creators are strawmanned,
stripped of individuated agency by capitalist masters of horror, trapped in Act 2 (the darkest point).
The ﬁeld of stylostatistics oﬀers a cold and mathematical perspective on this point. Robert F.
Allen’s practice of stylostatistics is a process of quantifying divergence from a standard literary
model; an 'author’s style can be identiﬁed by the structures that deviate signiﬁcantly from the
norm.' For Allen, 'stylostatisticians believe that the choice of words is inﬂuenced by the laws of
chance.' Perhaps everyone’s uniqueness is nothing more than a quantiﬁable statistical ﬂuctuation.
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Flusser evoked information as negentropic, but his fears of its reabsorption are conﬁrmed - once
feedback, now catastrophic catalyst. Media theorist Laura Marks oﬀers a similarly dismal view:
The universe to which digital media give us access is a 'lame inﬁnity,' because it manages
singular diﬀerences by reducing them to iterations of the same. Like the magicians of old
network-media corporations replicate the cosmos in inﬁnite detail, the better to control it.
167

Hyperiterability
Despite its uniterability, content’s iterability is paradoxically precisely what it trades on; its
'plasticity of information.'168 Joselit compared contemporary art to Google’s search algorithm,
corroborating his earlier aﬀordance to content’s searchability.
What now matters most is not the production of new content but its retrieval in intelligible
patterns through acts of reframing, capturing, reiterating, and documenting. What counts,
in other words, is how widely and easily images connect [...] in economies of image
overproduction connectivity is key. This is the Epistemology of Search.169
Marks, Laura U., ‘Disturbing Sympathies,’ Nome, 2018,
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Consider again AT&T’s advert; does their recontextualisation of Scott-Heron’s lyrics not exemplify
iterability; the very avenue Borges held as negentropic? Having a once-powerful protest
remorselessly crushed into an advert doesn’t feel negentropic. Examples like this snugly ﬁt within
Borges’ primacy of recontextualisation, challenging the morality of iterability as a qualitative
construct.170 The creative system closes, becoming the ‘Epistemology of Search.’ Goldsmith sees
content as ripe with negentropic creative potentiality: 'the vast amount of the web’s language is
perfect raw material for literature [...] easily reassembled into works of art.'171 Compare this to his
assessment of Babel:
That book of books - the Library of Babel - turned out to be the Internet [...] textuality is
objectiﬁed, not to be tampered with, frozen into baubles [...] the last thing on Borges’ mind
is the text itself and what it means; what it means is implicit in the managing of it.172

This is most obviously displayed in the Hollywood release calendar’s fondness for pre-existing
intellectual properties; stagnated as it is by sequels, remakes, adaptations and ﬁlms made for title
recognition alone. Would Paul Feig’s ﬁlm Last Christmas exist without the Wham! song of the same
name? Clearly there can be creative merit in paying homage to past works, but Last Christmas’ script
takes this to a logical extreme by becoming an overly literal enactment of the song’s lyrics, and
marketing itself so explicitly on the Wham! connection. Last Christmas, dir. by Paul Feig, (Los
Angeles: Universal Pictures, 2019)
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The concepts of iterability and content strategy - commercialised ‘managing of it’ - are now
troublingly aligned, the latter subsuming the former. By Dush’s understanding 'industry calls this
work content strategy and does not [...] construe writers to be its natural experts.’173 Marketers like
BrainTraﬃc174 and Melanie Kahl175 have highly developed content strategies with 'circulation as a key
delivery concern,'176 in which content creators 'have to start thinking in terms of asset management:
the strict separation of form and content to allow for seamless repurposing.'177 The
much-romanticised act of creation is incidental when all self-proclaimed 'social designer' Kahl
wants is an 'article that’s share-worthy.'178 Dush elaborates:
Elements of the post will be extracted and redisplayed in unknown contexts: the post’s title
and ﬁrst few lines may surface in search results or in recommendation engines; its images
may reappear in other places on the Web. The piece will likely lose its original formatting
when it is displayed on a mobile device or within a content aggregation interface. No matter
how well a post is cra ed as writing, it is unlikely to meet its rhetorical aims if it is not also
prepared as computable content.179
We can see this when Paul poaches fellow YouTuber David Dobrik’s sponsorship statement
and layers it over her own;180 she has iterated Dobrik’s content without its original formatting.
Luckily for Dobrik, his content was ‘prepared as computable content.’ In this way content is
simultaneously uniterable and hyperiterable; built for recontextualisation and only as successful as it
is theivable. When a popular trend is identiﬁed ‘content producers pile onto it [...] in every possible
iteration,’181 chasing online engagement. Austin’s use of ‘parasitic’182 was ultimately apt; this is not
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Derrida’s freely iterable emancipation in action, this is predictable entropic exhaustibility - driven
by the content marketplace - just as Youngblood foresaw. ‘The tendency of individuals to follow and
imitate each other’183 has been ruthlessly leveraged by capitalist metadata. A good piece of content
has no content (in the traditional sense) but instead speed and alacrity in abundance.184 For Virilio,
‘absolute speed leads - potentially - to absolute stasis [...] when the people are in a situation of
possible inertia, they are already inert.’185 This damns the content creator - the faster, more
marketplace-ready, more hyperiterable their content, the faster they run out of road and the more
inert their creations become. Goldsmith thinks ‘every artifact ﬂowing through [the Internet] is
subject to its bouncy reverberatory gesture (the retweet, for example),'186 but this gesture is not
without the same capitalist motive - content strategy - that sinks Gallagher’s approach. In its
hyperiterability, content has been violently co-opted by the capitalist internet, conﬁrming
catastrophic fears about content strategists. Dush cites cartoonist Timothy Kreider:
The ﬁrst time I ever heard the word 'content' used in its current context, I understood that
all my artist friends and I - henceforth, 'content providers' [an even more agentially
impoverished term than content creators] - were essentially extinct. This contemptuous
coinage is predicated on the assumption that it’s the delivery system that matters,
relegating what used to be called 'art' [...] to the status of ﬁller, stuﬀ to stick between banner
ads.187
Goldsmith, like Virilio, diagnoses Kreider’s plight in referencing accelerationism - the school
of thought that encourages leaving capitalism to its high-velocity devices:
Accelerationism has bumped up against its speed limit, thereby ceasing to be
accelerationist. Instead, it is static, signifying the end of the technological narrative of
speed and the inevitable beginning of another: entropy.188
We are at this speed limit and catastrophic inertia and entropy are inevitable. Content creators like
Paul are here for a good time, not a long time; 'constructing works not for eternity but only for long
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enough to ripple across the networks, vanishing as quickly as they appear.'189 The question of
content creation is not 'what am I creating?' but rather that Olympian’s mantra: 'will it make the boat
go faster?'190 Badiou oﬀers the Hegelian interpretation that the essence of ﬁnitude is humanity’s
'compulsion to repeat [...] not the boundary or the limit'191 - much in line with Marks’
aforementioned outlook. Iterability may not have logical limits, but as long as we are so compelled
to repeat we are constrained to ﬁnitude.192 Like Badiou’s ‘inﬁnite opening,’ ﬁnitude (and therefore
catastrophe) is qualitative, not quantitative - induced, not absolute - and, like Wikipedia,193
successful practically, not theoretically. This compulsion toward ﬁnitude is the operating principle
of content creation, therefore it relegates itself to a manufactured ﬁnitude by design: a 'repetitive
sterility'194 closed to unconstrained iterability. Hollywood studios now use neural network Epagogix
195

to predict which screenplays will return on investment, allowing studios to dismiss, greenlight or

adjust potential features accordingly. Epagogix is undoubtedly a closed entropic system by
Youngblood’s deﬁnition (‘to satisfy the proﬁt motive the commercial entertainer must give the
audience what it expects’196); it computationally ‘projects a future that is like the past’ and becomes a
self-fulﬁlling doomsday prophecy which ‘constructs a future that best ﬁts its parameters;’197 an
uniterable seal upon Borges’ supposed liberation. Epagogix is the archetypal form of the
catastrophic content ecosystem in which the forces of information and feedback are devoid of the
negentropy they once possessed. One Twitter user joked what such a algorithmically-processed ﬁlm
may be titled - ‘Mr. Bean and Elsa learn colors gummy worms mouth surgery (dir: JJ Abrams 2022)’198
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- as feature ﬁlm accelerates toward entropic convergence with Paul and Play Doh content.
Youngblood anticipated this reality in 1970:
Too o en today we ﬁnd that so-called artists working in the intermedia network are little
more than adroit imitators, collectors of data and phenomena, which they glean from the
noosphere and amalgamate into packages that are far from whole. They're clever and glib;
they've made an art of selling themselves, but they know only eﬀect, not cause; they are
merchants of mannerisms. It is precisely this confusion that clouds critical appraisal of
'content' in the popular arts.199
And Goldsmith:
Although ﬁnite, the apparatus must always give the illusion of inﬁnity in order to make
each user feel they can never exhaust the program.200

Derrida’s iterability becomes illusory; its faux-‘inﬁnite opening’ is exempliﬁed in social
media researcher Eric Gilbert’s study which found, within the 17-day period surveyed, 51.52% of the
posts on popular online forum Reddit were reposts of older submissions from within that period.201
Frighteningly, this percentage doesn’t include repetitions of posts originally submitted before his
window. Reddit appears freely discursive, but as in the case of Goldsmith and the Twitter apparatus,
this is a front. Gilbert calls it a ‘tragedy of the commons,’ but acknowledges that ‘the ﬁrehose [of
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content] is simply too much for many.’202 When your post is one amongst thousands, co-opting
another’s eﬃcacy displays Badiou’s compulsion as near-forced.203
Iterability should release our expression’s ﬁnite set from its closed system and avert
Derrida’s ‘messianic end,’ but contemporary observation of the state of creative expression as
content attest otherwise. Iterability becomes searchability; uniterable hyperiterability. This is not
emancipation from entropy to a higher plateau of inﬁnite creative possibility, it - as Gilbert
lamented - is a tragedy: the denouement of a catastrophic drama. In its hyperiterability content has
been plastered with advertising and calls to action; bought out, capitalised, paradoxically made
increasingly uniterable. Zoline feared:
The total entropy of any isolated system can never decrease in any change; it must either
increase (irreversible process) or remain constant (reversible process).204
...and this remains content’s issue. Iterability should have de-isolated its system - reopened it - but
in an era of individualist capitalism it had been co-opted by those masters of horror to entropically
organise all creative expression, subsume its feedback and steer it down Thom’s cliﬀ toward
totalitarian predictability. Content accelerates toward entropy at the moment when acceleration
becomes impossible. Unfortunately, the sentiment behind Figure 3.8 has been wrested from us and
may no longer ‘SAVE THE PLANET,’ but instead usher in creative catastrophe. The creature, while
seen, remains undefeated. Unfortunately, Pynchon’s oﬀering in Entropy is still a more pragmatic
solution than un/hyperiterability:
Callisto had learned a mnemonic device for remembering the Laws of Thermodynamics:
you can’t win, things are going to get worse before they get better, who says they’re going to
get better.205
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CLOUDING CATASTROPHE
Act 3: Unknowing a Way Out

Armageddon time. Ready?206

-

Sir Soundwave on knowyourmeme.com

Act 3: the resolution, the action descends. This is a shi in this text; away from pessimistic
diagnosis, toward proposed productive antidote. The creature is in the open, but Borges’ character
has been slain in the light of a contemporary understanding of the entropic nature of content - its
system remaining isolated, closed and without genuinely negentropic feedback. We - like an
updated Borges - have conceptualised catastrophe; now we can seed escapism and propose a climb
back up Thom’s fold to a higher plateau of agency. A new negentropic strategy can be proposed and
a new source of feedback can be identiﬁed.
To this end, I approached American-French lawyer and artist Vannesa Place over Twitter
(Appendix 2) as her practice is predicated upon iterability, exempliﬁed by her controversial
book-length transcriptions of court proceedings.207 Place’s ‘job is information processing’ plagiarism for some208 -

‘a process of ‘considering information [...] as linguistic compost.’209 I

responded to her cryptic tweet ‘#thisisthegreatestpoemo he21stcentury’210 (Goldsmith agrees211).
@VanessaPlace2 retorted that the poet’s desire was to be recontextualised - to write ‘lines to be liked
or at least loathed enough to repeat’212 - calling the content ecosystem the ‘realm of semiotic capital.’
213

Place staunchly defends what this text has called hyperiterability, and for all her poeticism her
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philosophical position seems beholden to its aforementioned catastrophic fate, remaining
entropically aligned with Gallagher’s content strategy. When Flusser’s apparatuses ‘automatically
assimilate [...] attempts at liberation and enrich their programs with them,’214 @VanessaPlace2
remains the prelapsarian bard ‘lauding the golden hair of the beloved’215 she warned against. Her
practice is analogous to the fate of Zoline’s protagonist, who ends The Heat Death of the Universe
weeping and smashing plates, contemplating how in breaking they approach maximum entropy but
continuing her futile epicycle nonetheless.216 This is not the solution. Rather than sacriﬁce ourselves
to the content marketplace’s creature as she and Place do, we must pause:
The revolt against entropy must begin in the smallest of closed systems—your own body,
the home, your family, must be an opening out of that closed system.217
This form of systemic acceptance and resistance from an internal perspective is how the creature
could be defeated. When catastrophe functions experientially and not theoretically, it follows its
resistance must also be so lived. Bridle oﬀers one such strategy for an environment in which ‘the
task of our century is to accommodate ourselves with the incoherence’218 of these systems; focusing
not on opening Babel’s closed macrosystem but beginning from within with our own experiential
microsystem. Hurry though; time is running out, and ‘we cannot fail each other now.’219

Nominal Clouds
Bridle oﬀers a descendent of nominalism, a position evoked by Australian critic Baylee Brits
to illustrate how J.M. Coetzee’s 2013 novel The Childhood of Jesus220 escapes the totalitarian ﬁnitude
of Babel. The novel’s main characters - quasi-father Simón and young son David - ﬁnd themselves
refugees in the ﬁctional city of Novilla; ‘a society of consolidated biopolitical control’ in which the
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language (Spanish) is ‘emphatically not the appearance of singularity and novelty.’221 Novilla believes
‘language creates creation;’222223 in Derrida’s terminology theirs is a total language, uniterable and
constrained to Babel.224 Novilla is a post-catastrophic society; on the lower entropic plateau of
Thom’s diagram - that which our own content-saturated society is accelerating toward. However, as
the novel’s nominalist, David’s worldview disrupts Novilla’s totalitarianism. Brits’ explanation:
The position in mathematical epistemology that exists in antithesis to the numerical regime
of Novilla is nominalism: a philosophical position [...] that enforces a system of what can
and cannot be known, and seeks to clarify language and thought by injecting such a
distinction into linguistics and the sciences. Nominalism is the philosophical position
whereby universal entities are denied existence, though the existence of particular or
singular entities is conﬁrmed [...] Nominalism can imply a much greater transformation in
the way that objects in the world are recognized [...] they cannot exist within a sequence
bust must be encountered individually.225
Novilla so uses words to ‘ﬁll all the spaces in the Universe, packed one against another tight as
bricks. So [...] there is nowhere to fall,’226 but David’s nominalism wants to fall between the bricks
into inﬁnity. Take his unconventional reaction to pavement cracks:
‘Come on, hurry up,’ [Simón] says irritably. ‘Keep your game for another day.’ [David] ‘No. I
don’t want to fall into a crack.’ ‘That’s nonsense. How can a big boy like you fall down a
little crack like that?’ ‘Not that crack. Another crack.’ ‘Which crack? Point to the crack.’ ‘I
don’t know! I don’t know which crack. Nobody knows.’ ‘Nobody knows because nobody can
fall through a crack in the paving. Now hurry up.’ ‘I can! You can! Anyone can! You don’t
know!’227
David refuses to accept Simón’s conventional wisdom; Novillan associations are denied and David
perceives the crack in singularity - no extrapolation, induction or inference, only deduction. David
cannot conform the inoﬀensive crack to a universalised standard of safety, his sense of possibility is
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uninhibited; a system open to limitless negentropic feedback, entangled with it and de-isolated
from it. His is far from Youngblood’s entropically closed system, as further evidenced in this passage:
[David] ‘I know all the numbers. Do you want to hear them? I know 134 and I know 7 and I
know’ - he draws a deep breath - ‘4623551 and I know 888 and I know 92 and I know -’
[Simón] ‘Stop! That’s not knowing numbers, David. Knowing numbers means being able to
count. It means knowing the order of the numbers.’228
Simón and Novilla are computational thinkers - counters and orderers assuaged by all the
catastrophic pitfalls of the content creator. They subscribe to this conventional belief, rejected by
Bridle:
Since the Enlightenment, we have believed that by gathering empirical and objective data
alone we can make sense of the world. Sense-making makes power: that which orders the
world determines how we understand and make use of it.229
This is of detrimental eﬀect toward the limits of Novilla’s agency, reﬂective of Badiou’s entropic
compulsion toward ﬁnitude. They are projecting again; ‘impersonating the machine,’230 and ‘a
machine can only compute what it can capture, so the world must be instrumented accordingly [...]
standardised in a great diversity of ways.’231 This impulse, recognised by Thom in his catastrophe
theory,232 must now be avoided. Again we see Flusser’s concern; for the computational thinker
rationalisable information can no longer be negentropic, it must epicycle back into Babel’s closed
system. Baudrillard’s understanding conﬁrms Flusser’s fears:
INFORMATION = ENTROPY. For example: the information or knowledge that can be
obtained about a system or an event is already a form of the neutralization and entropy of
this system (to be extended to science in general, and to the social sciences and humanities
in particular). Information in which an event is reﬂected or broadcast is already a degraded
form of this event.233
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Here ‘the empirical case for computational knowledge itself is failing,’234 but David has turned
inward; no longer grappling with such information but instead supersensibly opening up both
himself and his internal system of perception and expression. He is a cloudy thinker - a nominalist, a
knower and unknower simultaneously. If ‘every strategy of the universalization of diﬀerences is an
entropic strategy of the system’235 then a non-universalisable strategy is needed. In its rejection of
universality, could David’s nominalism supply the negentropic feedback to reopen our closed
systems, dispel entropy and rescale Thom’s incline toward inﬁnite potentiality?
‘Cloudy thinking’236 is Bridle’s emancipatory tactic - more progressive than Borges’
susceptibility to co-option by capitalist computation - potentially able to defeat the catastrophic
creature of this horror ﬁlm. Historically clouds and such meteorological phenomena are
metaphorical for insidious control and disaster;237 British critic John Ruskin warned of The
Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century - ‘or more accurately plague-cloud’238 - provoked by Victorian
England’s blasphemy. Novelist Henry Miller despaired that ‘we must get into step, a lockstep
toward the prison of death. There is no escape. The weather will not change,’239 but Bridle moves
past these tired analogies, asking;
Can we turn the ﬁgure of the cloud over once more in order to produce a new metaphor?
Can the cloud absorb not only our failure to understand, but our understanding of that lack
of understanding? Can we supplant base computational thinking with cloudy thinking,
which acknowledges an unknowing and makes of it productive rain? In the fourteenth
century, an unknown author of Christian mysticism wrote of The Cloud of Unknowing240 that
hangs between mankind and the Godhead [...] This cloud cannot be pierced by thought, but
by the letting-go of thought, and through the insistence upon the here and now - not the
predicted, computed future - as the domain of agency [...] cloudy thinking, the embrace of
unknowing, might allow us to revert from computational thinking.241
Understanding of our lack of understanding when confronted with the incomprehensibly
complex capitalist network of content - ‘an accounting of the world which reclaims the recognition
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and the agency of unknowing.’242 If David was a content creator and Internet user he would be a
cloudy thinker; we should likewise give up computational understanding of our totalitarian Novilla
(the entropic content ecosystem) and focus on the system we can inﬂuence - our own philosophical
position. David’s cry of ‘you don’t know!’ echoes loudly in Bridle’s formulation; perhaps
#itsnotyourfault.243 On an emotional level, Bridle’s updated nominalism sounds much like advice for a
failing romantic relationship; sometimes, you have to relinquish rational understanding of your
partner to begin to productively heal.244 Bridle illustrates cloudiness by quoting horror pioneer (and
white supremacist245) H.P. Lovecra :
The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to
correlate all its contents. We live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas
of inﬁnity, and it was not meant that we should voyage far. The sciences, each straining in
its own direction, have hitherto harmed us little; but some day the piecing together of
dissociated knowledge will open up such terrifying vistas of reality, and of our frightful
position therein, that we shall either go mad from the revelation or ﬂee from the deadly
light into the peace and safety of a new dark age.246
American theorist Donna Haraway identiﬁes this cloudy epoch as the ‘Chthulucene,’247
which American artist Ian Cheng summarises as ‘both ancient and up-to-the-minute,’ noting it
‘forecloses the myopic anthropocentrism of the Anthropocene and insists upon an internal
engagement with the deep unknown.’248 The Chthulucene is the reticulated epoch of the cloudy
thinker; open to a negentropic philosophical position of unknowing by which we could avert
catastrophe and climb back up Thom’s fold. As Cheng impresses, these ideas are ‘a literal means of
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survival [...] in the eschatological conditions that face life on earth.’249 Haraway and Bridle’s positions
constitute a contemporary nominalism ready to emotionally move on from the current content
ecosystem and cloud catastrophe in a positive sense to approach a receptive collective agency in a
computed world.

To close this explanation we must recognise that to embrace cloudiness we needn’t discard
the technologies that exacerbate catastrophe. On the contrary, cloudy thinking is precisely not a
luddite’s rejection of technology nor an insistence of anthropocentric dominance over it; it’s an
acknowledgement of technology’s unknowable intelligence and a progression onward to form a
newly coproductive human-machine relationship, o en called a centaur strategy. A centaur strategy
is, according to Bridle, always superior to a machine-only or human-only alternative; a collaboration
between a human Go250 master and most Go-playing AIs will consistently beat the ultimate Go AI AlphaGo.251 Such advances are Bridle’s ‘productive rain,’252 the key to this emancipatory tactic.253
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Reddit’s Stuplime Weather Forecast
Theoretically, collective cloudy thinking would reopen our systems to inﬁnite feedback,
dissolving catastrophic entropy in the creative content environment without us having to bury our
computers in the sand. It could set in motion the course of events by which the creature can be
defeated and the horror ﬁlm can close optimistically. However, is this unconventional strategy
simply too idealistic? If the alternative choice is the inevitable doom of maximum entropy, surely
idealism is preferable. How is cloudiness being actualised? Examples follow.
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AI-generated accounts - or bots254 - are popular on Reddit and Twitter, and the warm
reception to many such algorithms illustrates a burgeoning new human-machine relationship.
Consider Reddit’s bobby-b-bot,255 most commonly found in the freefolk Subreddit;256 an online forum
dedicated to big-budget fantasy series Game of Thrones.257 bobby-b-bot is an algorithmic realisation
of the series’ character King Robert Baratheon; known for shouting oﬀensive one-liners at his
subjects. Whenever Baratheon’s nickname Bobby B is used in the forum, bobby-b-bot will
automatically respond with a randomly selected one-liner of his (Figure 4.2). Human users o en
respond with ‘S E N T I E N T’258 when its selection is eerily ﬁtting for the inciting post.
bobby-b-bot is well-loved, but the ultimate example of Reddit’s appetite for bots is
SubredditSimulator,259 an AI-only Subreddit where human posts are banned. SubredditSimulator is
hugely popular, currently having over 400,000 human members observing the bots. Its manifesto
reads:
This is a fully-automated subreddit that generates random submissions and comments
using markov chains [...] with each bot account creating text based on comments from a
diﬀerent subreddit. This subreddit is intended to be watched, not interacted with.
Comments in any thread except this one will be immediately removed automatically.260
Recent posts remind of aforementioned ‘metadata slurry’261 titling, including: ‘Every time my toddler
screams at me so easily netﬂix! stonk me pls,’262 ‘When doing lying down tricep extensions and curls,
I have created some of my own AI Twitterbot accounts; @icebreakerbot, @reﬂectionsbot and
@centaurbot. I would not describe my bots as popular by any metric. Twitter, @centaurbot,
<https://twitter.com/centaurbot>, [Accessed 2nd December 2019]. Twitter, @icebreakerbot,
<https://twitter.com/icebreakerbot>, [Accessed 2nd December 2019]. Twitter, @reﬂectionsbot,
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how long until you die?,’263 and ‘Eyes and teeth of a 2000 year old girl who died in a bucket’264 - all
accompanied by unrelated memetic images (Figure 4.3). There is a second Subreddit dedicated to
human discussion of SubredditSimulator - SubredditSimMeta265 - currently with almost 100,000
members.

Using Dush’s position, it should be easy to label these bots as nothing other than Basile’s
‘function of entropy’266 and criticise their epistemology (as I did Paul) as part of the
incomprehensible network that impoverishes human creative agency and terriﬁes Lovecra . But
can we understand this fondness for bots - catalysts for un/hyperiterability and creative catastrophe
- as cloudy thinking? Or is SubredditSimMeta just a collectivity of gawkers? Or, are they merely
playfully enjoying entropy - keeping the Titanic’s band going as it sinks? American theorist Sianne
Ngai’s term ‘stuplime’267 - a portmanteau of stupefaction and sublime - may be apt. Ngai ﬁrst deﬁnes
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sublimity in Kantian terms; initially an ‘astonishment that borders on terror,’268 transitioning to a
self-reﬂexive awareness of our:
Capacity for reason as a superior faculty - one capable of grasping the totality or inﬁnity
that the imagination could not in the form of a [...] supersensible idea.269
If sublimity is this self-congratulatory feeling of our rationality’s supremacy over perceived
inﬁnitude - a contentment with content - stuplimity is:
A concatenation of boredom and astonishment—a bringing together of what “dulls” and
what “irritates” or agitates; of sharp, sudden excitation and prolonged desensitization,
exhaustion, or fatigue [...] This boredom resides in relentless attention to the ﬁnite and
small, the bits and scraps ﬂoating in the “common muck” of language. [...] The subject no
longer seems to be the agent producing or controlling his speech; rather, language “leaps
out” with its own force and stupeﬁes the listener. [...] In stuplimity one confronts the
mechanical operations of a ﬁnite system, whose taxonomy or combinatory incorporates
oneself.270
Ngai - especially in that ﬁnal line - could easily be describing the machinations of
SubredditSimulator or content in general here (‘bottom humor[?]’271) - a terrifyingly, incomprehensibly
complex system blended with the ‘repetitive sterility’272 and inanity of its entropic outputs.273
However, for a cloudy thinker this ‘pleasurable and emotionally satisfying’274 quasi-sublime
response is deeply misguided - egotistically anthropocentric, not nominally chthulucentric. Place’s
response can also be considered stuplime as stuplimity implies an illusion of humanity’s rational
control over its environment - a ‘self-centred idea that we designed all this stuﬀ for our own beneﬁt’
275

- assuredly not a non-hierarchical centaur strategy. This is precisely what a negentropic cloudy

thinker like David would ﬁnd impossible to understand.
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I reached out to SubredditSimMeta to understand whether their collective position is
cloudy, stuplime, pessimistic or otherwise:
Do you think the algorithmic/ AI generated nature of Subreddit Sim[ulator] is just another
example of automated content technologies taking over human creativity? Or maybe does
Subreddit Sim represent a humorous self-awareness of the dominance of algorithms online?
If so, is this self-awareness a progressive force? By accepting and joking about algorithmic
content, are we freeing our expression from it? Is self-awareness enough? Or could
Subreddit Sim be merely an acceptance of our doom? In a diﬀerent thread I found a
conversation about whether Subreddit Sim was Reddit becoming sentient or Redditors
losing their sentience [see Chapter 2’s epigraph276] - what do you think?277
The response was excellent (Appendix 3); my post was one of SubredditSimMeta’s most popular that
week.278 Multiple users exhibited initial alarm; at ﬁrst glance thinking SubredditSimulator had
become ‘S E N T I E N T’ and my question was AI-generated.279 SubredditSimMeta’s collective
response didn’t truly constitute a centaur strategy; majoritively users defended their agency and
hierarchical dominance over the content system. Some outright rejected my premise; ‘I really fail to
see any implications, it's like thinking Furbies (Figure 4.4) are actually intelligent just because
sometimes they learn a funny response.’280 Others spoke of SubredditSimulator as ‘a way to
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normalize some of the absurdity of artiﬁcially generated content,’281 and of ‘furthering human
creativity.’282 The most popular response to my post (by a large margin):
Subreddit Sim is just another subreddit on the site. It doesn't seem to be replacing human
creativity in that regard. Instead, it represents an extension of internet content created by
AI. It doesn't take away or stiﬂe creativity, it just adds to what we have with little
intentional human input or creativity283

These responses conform to Ngai’s stuplimity; ultimately users have come to the conclusion
that their rationality has precedence over the vast complexity of the network and algorithms are a
subservient prosthesis. This text does not seek to criticise this community; their responses were
(almost284) without exception thoughtful, eloquent and penetrating. However, if we are to
understand
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SubredditSimMeta’s collective position on catastrophic entropy and their emancipatory tactic is
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unclear. A cloudy centaur strategy represents non-anthropocentric situation within systems, and
while stuplimity adds some self-reﬂexion to SubredditSimMeta’s bot-love it still constructs a
hierarchy over the AIs. Perhaps that note of alarm suggests a deep-seated and sublime Kantian
anxiety. We are, as a society, too quick to assume our control over machines; conservatively leaning
on the side of stuplimity - as Place does - instead of collectively re-entering The Cloud of Unknowing.
Perhaps the unorthodox nature of nominalism is to blame. Bridle:
We have been conditioned to think of the darkness as a place of danger, even of death. But
the darkness can also be a place of freedom and possibility, a place of equality. For many,
what is discussed here will be obvious, because they have always lived in this darkness that
seems so threatening to the privileged. We have much to learn about unknowing.
Uncertainty can be productive.285
This diagnosis aids explanation of our general reluctance to become negentropic
nominalists, enter the Chthulucene, embrace cloudiness and avert catastrophe. It is not as though
defeating the creature, even once our strategy is identiﬁed, will be easy; the stakes have been raised,
and the urgency of taking this step toward a productive resolution impresses a certain wariness.
Lovecra ’s ‘placid island of ignorance’286 sounds concerning as the antithesis of the ingrained
societal wisdom of post-Enlightenment computational thinking, however in general cloudy thinking
preceded now-naturalised computational values in human culture;287 the latter is a behaviour
conditioned by the masters of horror. Perhaps Youngblood’s ‘hairy, buckskinned, barefooted atomic
physicist with a brain full of mescaline and logarithms'288 is the wise one. Computational thinking
has been aggressively naturalized, but it is not necessary - we can return to The Cloud of Unknowing but Lovecra ’s terminology is poor; ‘ignorance’ is the wrong word. It may seem hard to actualise,
but cloudy thinking is the ultimate intuitive receptiveness; an inﬁnitely open, de-isolated system
devoid of entropy. Cloudiness has not yet been achieved on SubredditSimMeta, but perhaps the
door is now open.

Bridle, James, New Dark Age: Technology and the End of the Future, (New York: Verso Books, 2018)
pg15
286
Lovecra , H.P., ‘The Call of Cthulhu,’ The H.P. Lovecra Archive, 20th August 2009,
<http://www.hplovecra .com/writings/texts/ﬁction/cc.aspx>, [Accessed 10th October 2019]
287
For example Baudrillard aligned this state with pre-industrial, animist cultures such as the
Tasaday (located in what is now the Philippines). Consider also Bridle’s example of thunderstones,#
Paleolithic arrowheads found in topsoil by medieval Europeans and assigned nominal meaning
insofar as it was assumed they were thunderbolts fallen from the sky. Baudrillard, Jean, Simulacra
and Simulation, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994) pg7. Bridle, James, New Dark Age:
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CONCLUDING CATASTROPHE
(And I Feel Fine)

Good. There’s our catastrophe. In the bag. Once more and I’m oﬀ.289

-Samuel Beckett in Catastrophe

In order to propose its defeat, this dissertation aims to have revealed the creature of our
collective horror ﬁlm by conceptualising the insidious feeling of exhaustibility felt by many
contemporary creatives as an entropic catastrophe. Borges’ totalitarian allegory - The Library of Babel
and its webiﬁcation as Basile’s babel.info - is apt, but as it is constructed to draw attention to the
experiential holes in its ﬁnitude of language it is insuﬃcient. Borges believed the iterability of
Babel’s articles meant its ‘ﬁnite form can be equivalent to an inﬁnite opening,’290 but in the
contemporary creative’s ecosystem iterability has become simultaneously both extinct and a
necessary evil as the commercialised recontextualisation of content - its hyperiterability.
Understandings of entropy as capitalised feedback-devoid information epicycling back into this
ecosystem - or marketplace - become ever more accurate in an environment when human
expression is understood as Dush’s searchable, ‘conditional, computable, networked, and [...]
commodiﬁed’291 content. The era of content catastrophe has begun in earnest as capitalised content
strategy predicated upon prescriptive algorithmic processes consumes the creative process, reclosing
its system. Content accelerates us toward a catastrophic post-accelerationist inertia.; resteering
expression down Thom’s fold on a trajectory from inﬁnite possibility to maximum entropy.
(Post)Modernist thought orbiting iterability is abundant, but a similar critical awareness of how
creative expression exists epistemologically and eschatologically today hasn’t holistically advanced
since the late 20th-century. For a colloquialism so common on online platforms, writing on content
in a consequential creative context outside those platforms is lacking; a rich ﬁeld for further study.
A didactic watershed is coming, but must be hastened. A er all, we aren’t authors anymore, we’re
content creators, and our catastrophe is here. As iterability fails and Babel becomes claustrophobic
again, the end is nigh; the creature is tearing us open.
Or is it? As this end mundanely approaches unconventional new positions are budding - we
are seeing the shodiness of the creature’s costume. Across the Internet communities are focusing on
their own internal systems; toying with algorithms and relating to content in negentropically. These
coping mechanisms function on a spectrum between Ngai’s anthropocentric stuplimity and Bridle’s
Beckett, Samuel, The Collected Shorter Plays, (New York: Grove Press, 1984) pg298
Badiou, Alain, The Century, (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007) pg155
291
Dush, Lisa, ‘When Writing Becomes Content,’ College Composition and Communication, 67(2),
(2015) pg178
289
290
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nominalist (chthulucentric) cloudy thinking. On Ngai’s end we continue in futility to rationalise
prescriptivist apparatuses as prostheses we control and continue to be ‘automatically assimilate[d]’
by them. On Bridle’s we relinquish understanding and supersensibly embrace pre-rational
unknowing in our own microsystem’s relation to macrosystems around us - like the content
marketplace - without constructing an anthropocentrically hierarchical human-environment
relationship. This contemporary nominalism is sorely underappreciated; hopefully with further
research on content’s entropic system discourse on alternatives will be invigorated; this text’s
attempt at a doomsaying, hyperbolic banging whimper is a start. In reverting post-Enlightenment
computational thought and productively clouding our perspective to these systems’ machinations,
we can rediscover that ‘inﬁnite opening’ as nominal negentropic feedback - ‘the only anti-entropic
force in the universe'292 - and circumvent a catastrophic spasm of informational entropy entirely.
Essentially, we must knowingly deny rational knowledge of universals and heighten our
receptiveness to phenomena. Enacting cloudy thinking will be diﬃcult; exhaustive instruction as to
how it may be pursued is beyond this text’s scope, but it has hopefully spotted ﬂaws in the
catastrophic creature’s visage, allowing us to seize upon its weak points and enter the ﬁnal act of
this catastrophic horror, in which we return from the darkest point to a victorious conclusion. I
conclude at the beginning of the end; a plan is hatched but not yet actualised. So; resist your
programming and try to think cloudily, before you can’t think at all. I don’t want to become ‘literally
a lifeless robot AI.’293

Youngblood, Gene, Expanded Cinema, (New York: P. Dutton, 1970) pg63
Paul, Tana, ‘I wore ONLY Euphoria makeup for a week. (MTV meetings, dates) (mortifying),’
YouTube, 10th November 2019, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwjE7DdygIA>, [Accessed 11th
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APPENDIX 2

Twitter Conversation with Vanessa Place (@VanessaPlace2)
@VanessaPlace2 (31/5/19):
#thisisthegreatestpoemo he21stcentury
@ueq__ (the author, 16/9/19):
do you mean twitter? if you didn’t, and if you were to apply this to twitter, what would this mean?
genuinely curious
@VanessaPlace2:
Yes, Twitter —it is our collective poem, written horizontally.
@ueq__:
is it not threatened by the corporate, standardizing, commodifying power of its capitalist
architecture? does it not privilege metadata over meaning?
@VanessaPlace2 (17/9/19):
Perhaps that is its meaning and its poetics. And is that not what we, its little poets do, writing lines
to be liked or at least loathed enough to repeat?
@ueq__:
is embracing the form as ‘content’ the way forward? or should we cling to the poet as an isolated
cra sman, who’s audience is of minimal concern to them?
@VanessaPlace2:
If we are in the realm of semiotic capital, which we are, isn’t this the same as the bard lauding the
gold hair of the beloved—
@ueq__:
is the bard free or are they constrained? by love, by obligation, by expectation, by obligation, by
cultural capital, or maybe by something else?
@VanessaPlace2 (18/9/19):
The bard is only as freely constrained as they are freely constructed
@ueq__:
are complicit love songs our future?
(At this point Place stopped replying.)
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APPENDIX 3

Full Subreddit thread from Researching my Dissertation; is Subreddit Sim a positive
or negative force on the Internet?
(Usernames in bold. Indentation level indicates which preceding post a given submission is
in response to. Organized by Reddit’s algorithm in descending order of popularity as indicated by
upvote points.)
ueq__ (the author):
I'm a ﬁne arts student writing a dissertation about catastrophe/ entropy/ the end of creativity on the
internet - especially using the term "content" as it is used by online content creators and marketers
to speak about the internet's eﬀect on creative expression. I love Subreddit Sim but also worry about
its implications and wanted to reach out to the community to ask their thoughts.
Do you think the algorithmic/ AI generated nature of Subreddit Sim is just another example of
automated content technologies taking over human creativity? Or maybe does Subreddit Sim
represent a humorous self-awareness of the dominance of algorithms online? If so, is this
self-awareness a progressive force? By accepting and joking about algorithmic content, are we
freeing our expression from it? Is self-awareness enough? Or could Subreddit Sim be merely an
acceptance of our doom?
In a diﬀerent thread I found a conversation about whether Subreddit Sim was Reddit becoming
sentient or Redditors losing their sentience - what do you think? Any and all thoughts much
appreciated!!!!!
13IsAnUnluckyNumber:
Subreddit Sim is just another subreddit on the site. It doesn't seem to be replacing human creativity
in that regard. Instead, it represents an extension of internet content created by AI. It doesn't take
away or stiﬂe creativity, it just adds to what we have with little intentional human input or creativity
KFCConspiracy:
Subreddit simulator is based on a markov chain, which is a form of stochastic (randomized)
probability model for a chain of events, in this case a chain of words. As a result of what it does, by
the nature of the model it cannot become self-aware. Its state exists purely as a list of probabilities
of next events based on a previous event. See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_model and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_chain
As far as whether it's going to take over human creativity? Doubt that. I think it's an example of
human creativity, the use of a statistical and otherwise boring model that you, a ﬁne arts student,
would never have been exposed to otherwise, to create humor. I think the use of this model and how
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uncannily accurate it is at times holds up a mirror to what may be at times an illusion of human
creativity, the fact that something we know to be just some dumb math, can appear to be creative. I
think that's a good thing because you can use it to analyze common themes by community. I'm
pretty sure the author of the bots did it because it's funny.
As far as the more sophisticated "AI" bots like GPT2 and NN, I don't think they're problematic
either. I think they kind of demonstrate where we are with machine learning and how not scary
non-directed machine learning is.
Fuckgamblingfuckfuck:
What is GPT2 and NN?
KFCConspiracy:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenAI#GPT2
https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artiﬁcial_neural_network
SearchingSun:
I don't know if this is a deeper question you're looking to explore in your dissertation, but why do
we consider ''automated content'' as being less creative or less deserving than that created by
humans?
There are two principal reasons I ﬁnd SubredditSimulator so goddamn funny and compelling. The
ﬁrst is an obvious one - it takes little random bits and pieces of recognizable ideas and jumbles
them up. This creates a contrast between the coherence and recognizability of the parts and the
bizarre incoherence of the whole, which is a goldmine for absurd humor. This also why I ﬁnd
botnik.org hilarious.
The second is that it parallels human thinking and helps me understand it better. I personally don't
believe that there is anything magical or soulful about human creativity; our brains are essentially
pattern generation and recognition machines. We are however, very bad at remembering this - we
tend to believe that our tastes and opinions have ﬁrm logical and aesthetic foundations, whereas in
reality they are inﬂuenced much more by culture and happenstance. When SubredditSim creates
something that we might mistake for content created by a human, it shatters this illusion and makes
us realize that the algorithm and us are really not all that diﬀerent.
Good luck!
start3ch:
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Deﬁnitely agree with this. In addition to this however, subreddit sim, and many other
machine creativity algorithms wouldn’t exist if they didn’t have a body of original thought
(the real subreddirs each bot is based on) to learn from. Much like how people probably
wouldn’t be very creative if they were raised in a white room and never had any experiences
to draw creative ideas from.
SalarianExperience:
Creativity is usually seen as based on some sort of human experience, I mean that’s what art
and comedy is based on entirely. If something is made to imitate that it’s simply trying to
make things that look like examples of real human experience, but in actuality are
necessarily based on algorithms. That is, necessarily, not creativity.
grrtthll00:
I thought this was just subreddit sim and you blew my mind for a second there
Pheonix_Artice:
At ﬁrst i thought this was actually r/subredditsimulator
edwardversaii:
Same, actually
Sicaridae:
I'm not very knowledgeable in these topics, but I believe it is closer to representing a humorous
self-awareness of the dominance of algorithms online.
Abradolf--Lincler:
r/SubSimulatorGPT2 If you want something more human.
Jas54321:
Perhaps it serves as a way to normalize some of the absurdity of artiﬁcially generated content, every
time you see a post in subreddit sim you become more immune to it's content. Or maybe it is just a
front, it servers the purpose of making us think of how useless and nonsensical AI generated media
is, so other forms of AI generated media can exist more covertly.
hanamurayosuke:
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First of all, this is a really interesting avenue of research and I would love to see what you come up
with. As for your question, I believe that subreddits like SubredditSimulator and SubSimulatorGPT2
(very similar to this subreddit but uses a more advanced NLP algorithm for generating the
subreddit's content) are an interesting hybrid of human and computer creativity. My favorite
example

of

this

is

a

post

that

was

posted

here

months

ago

(https://www.reddit.com/r/SubredditSimulator/comments/bkjm1p/i_dont_ever_feel_the_same_anymo
re/) - the phrase "I don't ever feel the same anymore" captures a truly human feeling and experience
better than any other way I had seen that thought articulated before. But it was done by a computer.
Maybe I'm just a pollyanna, but I see these subreddits as furthering human creativity and as
vehicles for transforming the way I currently think about Reddit and its users. It's more of an ally
than an enemy.
FuzzyGoldﬁsh:
My take has always been that subreddit sim is an interesting exploration of existing technologies
being used to shine the light on the tropes and cultural diﬀerences that develop even in something
as new and public as a subreddit. Even without seeing the title, you can usually guess within a
sentence or two which subreddit bot is commenting or posting.
I don't think it says anything about our acceptance of these technologies as a replacement for the
subreddits they are tasked to mimic. I've never even considered using SubredditSim or its GPT2
sibling as a replacement for legitimate human content, and I've never read a post as anything but an
interesting deconstruction of language.
Calling SubredditSim a technology taking over for human creativity is akin to calling TV Tropes a
replacement for television, I think. SubredditSim holds a mirror up to our own linguistic and
cultural patterns, but it can't generate new ones. I love it and ﬁnd it fascinating, but it usually
struggles to generate coherent content at all.
L3D_Cobra:
If you're not too invested in subreddit sim yet, I'd consider taking a look at the Library of Babel
mrpopenfresh:
Is it either? SS is simply a representation of what is being discussed in select subs. What you make
of it is up to you.
Concheria:
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Subredditsim takes away from the nonexistant subredditsim which stands for things that happen
simultaneously across reddit. It's actually a net positive because that nonexistant sub is confusing as
all hell and is just a bunch of screengrabs with two non related things posted 1m ago, it's garbage.
KFCConspiracy:
I had another thought for you to explore: Would subreddit simulator, or the other bots mentioned in
this thread pass a Turing test? If so, how would you devise a Turing test that these bots could pass?
If that's an unfair metric because it's designed for the bot to pass, would that mean the bot can't
pass a Turing test?
I would also recommend you take a look at John Searle, speciﬁcally at his work on original
intentionality, and ask the question can a bot derived from a Markov chain have original
intentionality (I would argue no), and whether original intentionality is necessary for something to
be

considered

creative

(Searle

would

argue

yes).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Searle#Intentionality_and_the_background
I'd also look at based on Searle's work, whether the bots are not dissimilar from the Chinese Room
experiment.
9IrVFQoly6yMi6:
May be interesting to study the phenomenon of fake news. Recently, a model similar in principle to
that which SubSim uses, except much more developed and reﬁned, was able to write entire news
articles about made-up events and it was indistinguishable from human text. For this reason, the
authors decided not to release it into the public domain. It was feared it would be used on an
industrial scale to purvey fake news.
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/feb/14/elon-musk-backed-ai-writes-convincing-newsﬁction
UniqueButBoring:
Yes.
Ppleater:
Most content made in the subredditsim sub is nonsense, and it only seems to produce human-like
content occasionally because that's what people upvote so it seems more prominent than it is. And
even then the stuﬀ that seems to be coherent only seems so at a passing glance 99.9% of the time,
and doesn't pass muster if you look even a little closer. The fact that humans see sentience in the
sub bots is more of an example of human sentience and creativity because we're the ones assigning
personality and intelligence to inanimate code. Anthropomorphism is an expression of human
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creativity. The bots aren't coded to have feelings or thoughts, that'd be a pretty major breakthrough,
they're just coded to repeat words in certain patterns by studying those patterns in human
comments, and even then they're rather shit at it.
I really fail to see any implications, it's like thinking Furbies are actually intelligent just because
sometimes they learn a funny response.
Dorp:
SubredditSim isn’t purely creative. It doesn’t come up with things on its own. Instead it’s
transformative. It remixes inputs rather than developing unique ideas. But at the same time, can it
be said that humans do the same thing? Do we also only remix and reconﬁgure previously
experienced messages that inform the ways we act, communicate, and behave? It’s a tricky subject
and you’re dissertation is sure to be interesting! Good luck!
TheNinjaNarwhal:
Just to put my 2 cents in, I look at posts there for 5 seconds and laugh either at how stupid the
algorithm is, or at how close it gets to something real, yet still is far from a human post. It's the
same thing as google translate being used for fun, or autocompleted text by bots being used for fun.
They stop being funny and very interesting once they become accurate.
I personally don't think it's taking over human creativity whatsoever, at least not in this form. It's a
diﬀerent form of entertainment that humans can't exactly make. They actually can, but when they
do it's by mistake (which is what makes it hilarious, the fact that it's not intended to be funny) so it's
not exactly creativity that makes it, but lack of knowledge or something similar. And making fun of
a bot is way better than making fun of people who can't speak English well
ueq__ (the author):
Thank you all for your deep insight. When my project is ready to be read, I'll post it in this sub!
h4724:
Subreddit Simulator can't ever really replace human creativity because of the way it works: by
replicating existing posts, and being rewarded for how similar they are to real posts. The only way it
could be more creative than human-created posts would be if the actual posts became
repetitive/derivative enough for the bots to randomly generate something more varied [insert cheap
joke about Reddit here].
I think that the above thought can nicely sum up why people like SubredditSim. The posts o en
make little sense overall, but the recognisable elements can show us what a bot sees when it looks at
a subreddit – the things that maby posts and comments have in common. This is why it could be
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said that subreddit simulators gaining sentience is a result of Redditors losing sentience; the bots
make more "realistic" posts when the "real" posts are more similar. Seeing what a bot would create
can in fact help people identify the sort of cliché posts that they might want to avoid creating (see
r/circlejerk, r/coaxedintoasnafu and similar for more of that.)
I don't have much to conclude this on, but I personally think it's safe to say that these bots aren't
really a signiﬁcant threat to originality on the internet.
TrialbySnu:
Im not doing your homework for you.
solorush:
I will:
OP should make sure to cite Elsagate in this dissertation. Machine generated content run
amok.
Subreddit Simulator is more like a funhouse mirror looking back at human generated
content. You can see the original source reﬂected in it, but know it’s little more than an
experiment.
Elsagate was fueled by proﬁt motive.
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